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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
I. Introduction 
One corrnnunication problem which has received recent attention is 
that of communication denial. Kim Giffin concepi::ualized this problem, 
and Barbara Groginsky has developed a scale which measures amouni:: of 
perceived communication denial. Research by Giff1n and Groginsky has 
established that a high correlation exists beL,veen conmmn1.cat1.<m de·· 
nial and social alienation. Social alienation of people is perhaps 
the focal problem in contemporary society; increased ropuLc1. tion, auto-
rnation, and mechanization plus ever-widenjng cornmunicati0n gap6 bef:,,s1een 
generat1.ons and cultures are often held, responsible for our al 1.ena ted 
society. 
\ 
Tl1us, it seems logical and also necessary to further exA.mine 
one of the possible causes of social alienat1.on--commur11.cat10D denH' 1. 
Because social alienation often leads to psychological alienation and 
ensuing mental problems, research about communication denJ.al may also 
c.ontribute much to the area of mental health. F1.nalJy, dissent anc.l un·-
rest on campuses is constant!} increasing; research into the area 0£ 
communica ti.on den Lal might provide suggestions as to why violence 1.s 
the currently favored mode of d1.ssent. Thus, research into cOTTu7lunica-
tLon denial u1ay provide wor.th\\'hile cont,ibut1.ons to the areas of com-
rnunication, psychology, sociology, and social proolcms. 
denial is defim.tely an important social problem; adequate means of 
allieviating and coping WJth this problem are urgently needed. Hope-
2 
fully, my rP.search in this area will provide a better understanding of 
the entire problem. 
II. Statement of the Problem 
Ultimately, the research problem of this thesis LS to assess what 
different people choose as appropriate responses to certain situations 
of communication denial. For instance, do activists and conservative 
college students view violence as an appropriate response to faculty 
denial of student communication? Do parents and faculty concur that 
less violent responses are more appropriate? Do varying groups of 
people v1ew dif[ctcat or similar responses to the same situat101, c1s 
most appropi~iatc? To my knowledge, no comprehensive research on th:is 
subJect has been don~. Possibly a common ground exists between the 
beliefs of different groups; for example, perhaps between bEliefs of 
a conservative or a radical student group. Certainly what is needed 
is to find a common ground, if one exists, and to use this area as a 
basis for facilitation of communication. 
In view of time and scope limitations of a thesis proJect, I have 
focused my resear~h question as follows: What do average college stu-
dents consider as approprJate responses to varying situations of com-
munication denial? Data about denJ.al responses should be valuable to 
college a drain is tra tors, faculty, parents, students, or anyone concerned 
about dissent on campuses today. Howev~r, before logLcal generaliza-
tions and prediction3 about the average student's behavior are possible, 
empirical data is a neces::nty. My aim is to develop dn inventory which 
will measure and predict the frequencies of certain responses to vary-
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ing s J tua tions of communication denial, In ad di ti.on, th,~ inventory 
should describe the attitudes of students concerning appropriateness of 
responses as well as indic.atE· behavioral tendencies. A problem to be 
attacked later is that of observer-validat1.on of an introspective scale 
such as I have developed; the researcher must take the subject 1 s word 
for validitf of lns responses until validity can be established by ob-
servation or by other techniques. 
III. Theoretical Background and Conceptualization 
Conceptualizat1.on of Commum_cation Denial 
K1.m Gi -ffin has conceptualized the problem of c.ommun1.cac.i0n den 1 al 
for the first time; many attempts had previonsly been rnade to isolate 
the problem but it had not been named or described as such, l lwve 
arbitrarJ ly selected his defu11 tion of commmnca t1.on den1aJ A.S , 1 ., s,nt:a cJ Le 
for tlns thesis : "When two (or more) people are together and one of 
I 
them attempts to initiate communication, the other(s) 1gnore or refuse 
to recognize this attempt, i.e., they behave as 1f no com~unicatlon at-
tempt has occurred (Giff:rn, 1971, Quarterly Journal of Speech, pp. 347-
358)." This def1.nition establishes several criteria which must be 
met before the problem can be identified as conm1unication denial. 
First, dcnjal always_ occurs in an interpersonal communication setting. 
Denial c.ould not occur in an intrapersor:.a 1 setting sirnply because it J_s 
impossible for a person to ignore his own private communication. Some-
9~ else must behave as 1 f no c..orununication attempt has occurred in 
order to constitute conrrnun.1.cation denial. Another criteria for the 
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occurrence of denjal is that comrnunica t1.on be 1.nitia ted by one or 
more persons involved in the interaction. An unspoken request or com-
ment can hardly be ignored; some form of communication must be initiat-
ed, whether verbal or nonverbal. Another criteria of denial 1.s that as 
long as denial 1s perceived by the initiator of communication, he will 
respond to the perceived dem .. al regardless of whether 1.t: has actua] ly 
occurred or not. The intent of the person denying the communication 1.s 
not crucial in this definition. Denial is still perceived regardless 
of whether the denier intended it or not. Finally, denial is not a 
mere d1.sagreement but is a refusal to recognize~ communication attempt. 
Denial 1s not directed toward the communication content (the message) 
but rather toward the of communication itself. 
Gifh.1.1 also describes four forms of cornmurucatJ.on denial; each 
form 1.nvo]ves a basic element of the ccmmmnicat1.on process. Fnst .i..s 
that~ communicate £g_ two levels, the denotat1ve and the connotadve. 
That is, we send messages that provide information; these messages are 
usually presented through the medium of language. We also provide 
other communicative cues, verbal and nonverbal, which are further in-
dications of the meaning of the communication. Vocal 1.nfleccions, tone 
of voice, facial expressions, and gestures are only a few of tbe poss1..-
ble cues. These cues are called "metacommunication" by Ruesch and 
Bateson (1957). Communication denial may occur on eJ.ther ..<.?.E both lev-
els. For instance, a parent who tells his son that he talks too much 
but accompanies this message with a sm~le or laugh will probably not be 
perceived as denying the son's commurncation. However, were the father 
to accompany the Sdme message w1. th a frown and ominous tone of voice, 
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communication denial might easily be perceived; the son might logically 
assume that the father has no WlSh to hear his son's communication. In 
order for communication to be meaningful and clearly understood, it is 
necessary for both message and metacommunicatJ.ve cues to carry similar 
meanings. 
Another form of communication denlal is an attempted refusal to 
communicate" In an interpersonal situation no person can refuse to 
connnunicate; the refusal is in itself a communication. Whether or not 
communication by refusal is intended, it still occurs, and a refusal to 
communicate in answer to an initiation of communication is a form of 
cornmunica tion der.nal. 
The thJ_rd form of communication denJal is that of nonverbal r,121·11-
communicat,on. Metacommunicative cues whJch accompany linguistic mes-
sages ult1m1tely establish the nature of an interpersonal relationship. 
For ins ta nee, 1.f an incongruent comnmnJ.ca t ion is given~ such as a pro• 
fessor's message that he would like to talk further with a student but 
his metaconununicative cue is a gathering of his books and tight lips or 
a worried expression, the student nnght perce1.ve demal. The maxim 
that "actions speak louder than words" is particularly truthful in re-
1 
ldtion to perceived denLal. Additional problems arise if the denial 
was not intentional and the denier does not realize that denial was 
perceived. For exo.111ple, thE' student might rush off J_n d. huff when he 
perceives denial on the part of the professor, and the professor might 
wonder all semester why the student never attempted to talk Hith him 
again. 
The fourth form of comm1mica tion defual concerns an implied re-
6 
quest present 1.n a1 l J .. n1.t1.at1.on of communication. Sa tu (] 96 7) mentions 
that al~ comrnum .. cat1.on 1.nclud1.ng metacom.rnun1..cation carries implied 
request of rirlease validate me." That is, all communication im .. tiat1.on 
carries an implicit request that this c01mnunication be responded to in 
some way. Further, the response to the init1.ated cornmunicat1..on allows 
the initiator to perceive himself as worthy of the act of communicating. 
Ability to communicate is the result of a long process of social1.zation, 
and a person never loses the desJ .. re to be reinforced by others by being 
seen as a person capable of exchangJ.ng corrnnunica tion with others. The 
implied request of "Please validate me" is an attempt to further rein-
force one's self and self-image. If man needed to hear no respcnse to 
himself from others, the act of communicat1.on would lose all hmction 
(J 
except perhaps that of physiological survival. Thus, the implied re-
quest for vc::,lidation is not a request for message or content val 1.dat:.Lon 
but rather, for personal validation. 
Three responses to the implied request of "Please validai:e me" are 
possible. First 1.s agreement; a person is responded to as being right 
or val1.d. Second 1.s disagreement; a person or his idea J.s not valid as 
seen by the respondent. However, both these responses val1.date the 
init1.at1.on of communication; a person is worthy of communication if he 
1.s worthy of being agreed or disagreed with. Something (the person) 
must exist in order to provide communicative interactLon because he 
provJ_des the basis fo.c agreement or disagreement. The third response 
to the validatJ_on request is that of denial of existence of the_ ques-
tion. Th1.s refusal to give any response at all also denies the exist-
ence of the communicator on an 1 .. nterpersonal, co1m1mnicat1ve level. 
This response is directed toward the person communicating, not toward 
the message content as are agreement or disagreement. An example of 
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this response is when Mary asks her mother for a new dress, and the 
mother answers that the d1-shes need to be done, or she n11.gbt turn away 
and g nre no answer at all. Mary rs question has not been recogn1-zed or 
responded to by either agreement or disagreement; 1.t has been 1.nvali-
dated either by an irrelevant response or by no response at all. If 
such dernal responses are repeated experiences for Mary, eventually she 
may have serious communication and/or psychological problems. HowevEr, 
Mary attempcs to establish her validity in relation to every person she 
initiates cornrnun1.cation with. If her mother r--stabl1shes a pati 2rn nf 
deraal tltro1.1gh irrelevancy or non-responsivenesf', Mary will find 1 t 
easier to perceive denial on the part of others and will probably seek 
val1.da t1 ng _nt0raction even more. Defensive reactions often in.::l ttf,1,ce 
both c01muun1.cators in an 1.nteract1.on, and perception is ofL~n d Lsco.ctc~cl 
HJ direct relation to the level of defensiveness of each person. Con-
ceivably Mary could perceJ.ve all commun1cat1.on as denial and become 
'\ 
mentally unbalanced; one pattern occurring in the childhood of schizo·-
phren1cs is a repeated denial of communication. Once the pattern 1.s 
established damaging effects usually occur. Another important consid-
eration is that denial given by many persons may constitute as serious 
a problem as denial by only one person. Effect of denial will vary ac-
cording to the 1mportance of the respondent for the 1.n1.t1.ator; if a 
person means nothing to someone his denial will probably not constitute 
a problem of self -valJ.C1a t1.on. However, 1 f the in 1.tia tor perceives the 
respondent as a very important person, such as a parent, his response 
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will al so be valued and effects of dem_al may be very great. One other 
point to consider is that denial may be given by an individual, a group, 
a culture, or a nation, as may the reponses of agreement and d:c.sagr,::e-
rnent. Impl1cat1.ons of a validation request from a nation to another na-
tJ_on which meets den.1..al are very necessary to cons 1.der in contemporary 
socie Ly, 
IV. Summary_ 
Occurr,ence of ccmmun1cation denial 1.s precluded by several situa-
tJ onal crJ_ ter-1.a. FJ rst, denial occurs only 111 interpersonal .-::ommun1.ca-· 
tion settings. Secondly, communications must be in1t1a::ed by sorro0 ,e 
in the J_nter-action. Th1 rd1 y, deuial -,_s perceived by tte Htl L2..c1 tor Jnd 
he will r<:!spond to it whether denial is unintended or actl.'.a.lly occurred. 
F1-naJ Jy, d::o 11.al is a refusal to recognlze a cornmunjcat1'".! aLternpt. 
GiffJ_n mentions four forms of communication denial. Fil Gt, dem al 
may occur eJther on the metacommunicative or spoken levels. Secondly, 
a refusal to communicate 1.s a communication within itself, and denial. 
Thirdly, denial is generally perceived on the metacommunicative level 
because this level ultimately est:ablishes the uature of J_nterpersonal 
relationslnps. Finally, denial of communication is a simultaneous de-
nial of the implied request 11Please validate me, 11 which is inherent 111 
all cornmutnca tion. Three r2sponses to this request are possible: 
agreement, dJ.Sagreement, and denial. Impact of the denial varies with 
the importance attaclied to the respondent and his response by the initi-· 
ator of comm11nicatjon. 
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V. Review 0£ Previous Research 
The following review of literature will establish the theoretical 
background and foundations on which the c.onceptualiza tion of corrunun1.ca-
tion denial is based. Giffin's material will not be included in this 
sectlon since his research has previously been discussed in th~ concep-
tualization section. At best, literature 1.n the general area of commu-
nication denial -ts sparse and quite inclJ.rect; however, cheoretJ.cal 
foundatJ.ons for the concept of denJ.al are present, and much researc.h l.S 
geared to pathological consequences of communication denial, or LO clin-
ical studJ.es. What is lacking is research focused on. average P("'OlJle e:,~-
perJ.enc.J.ng denlal rather than an emphasis upon pathoicg1cal complic.::i. · 
tions. Terms may be confusing; aspects 0£ denial have previously been 
named such things as "ignoring," 11reJect1_ng, 11 or "disqualificc' Uon. '' 
The Concept of Denial 
A review of certain interpersonal communication principles and 
their relevance to satisfying interpersonal interaction will facilitate 
an understanding of the concept of cornrnLinication denial. 
People relate to each other and define themselves via the route of 
communication. In order to cmmnunicate, one must be' able to register 
inconnng signals, to evaluate signals and responses by scanning new J_m-
piessions against a background of previously accumulated 1mpressions, 
to transmit messages, and to respond to transnntted signals. Essential-
ly the basis ot communication is the alnlity to understand otLC::-rs' mean• 
u1gs and to ma1'-e your mean1 ngs understood. In order to insure cleat 
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understanding of meanings, specific 1nstruct1.ons must accompany the mes-
sage to insure proper interpretation. Thus, man corrnnunJcates on two 
levels in an interpersonal situation--lhe "dcnolativc 11 L2vel and the 
"connotative" Jevel. The first level carries the linguistic message, 
or the literal content of connnunicat1.on. The second level carries the 
cues and ins true tions which allow others to decipher J_ntended meanings. 
Ruesch (1957) calls this second level "metaconnnunication" and the spe-
cific cues "metalanguage." irMetalangnage" incl1udes such cues as pos-
ture, tone of voice, facial expre~sions, gestures, speech patterns--all 
nonverbal cues which accompany messdges. Satir (1967, p. 76) states 
that the metacommunicative level 1.s a 11comment on the 11-tcral c0iit0.nt 
as well as the nature of the relatJ_onslnp between the persons :-:_nvoJved 
Metacommunication 1.s a. message about a message.n Thus, the de-
gree of coi.1gruence between metacommun1.cation and denotative cor1ri1un1.ca-
tion will influence the nature of the relationship as well as the inter-
pretation of the received connnunication. 
Watzlawick (1967, p. 51) states that "a metacommun1.cative axiom of 
the pragmatics of communication r.an be postulated: one cannot not com-
municate." He explains that commun1.cat1.on conveys informP..t1on but also 
Jmposes behavior; cornrnunicat1.on implies commitment and defines a rela-
t1onsh1.p. Attention is paid more to how and why sometlnng 1.s said Lhan 
to what is said. Watzlawick uses the schizophrenic as an example of 
one who tries not to communicate but doi2s so despite his best efforts; 
such ploys as "nonsense, silence, withdrawaJ, or immobility (all re-
ft,sdls to communicate) are stJ_ll cornrnunication (Watzlawick, 1967, 
p. 50-51) . " He goes on to say that "the schizophrenic is fa ce.d with 
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the J_rnposs1ble task of denying that he is communicating and at the same 
time dcnyJng thdt hJS <lenial is a commun1cat1on (Watzlawick, 1967, 
p. 50-51)." The schizophrenic 1 s attempts at non-communicaLion still 
imply commitment and still defJ_ne his view of hrn relaUonsh.1p with the 
rece1_ver of the' comrnunicacion. When attempts are made at non-communica-
ti.on, whether by sclnzophrenics or by men tally heal thy people, communi-
cation is denJed and the fact of denial is still communicated by attempts 
at non-conu11unicat1on. 
Satir (1967, p. 81) staces that both levels of corr.mun1cat1-0n (de-
notative and connotative) carry an implied request of "Please validate 
me. 11 Tlns request is a request that the initiator of communica. U.on be 
responded Lo through the mediu111 of the initial message, If l agree 
with a person's message, I also agree wlth 1nm, since he formulated the 
mess&ge. One cannot refuse to respond to a request for validc1.tion; re-
, fusal is a form of denial and the denial is communicated by t11e nd:usa1. 
Laing (1961) refers to this request for validation as a measure of 
I 
11confirrna tion. 11 He states that one can think of individual actions and 
interac. tion sequences as be 1.ng, 1.n different ways, "confirma tory' 1 or 
"disconfirmatory, 11 There are three ways 1n which a person may perceJ_ve 
a response to his implied request for validation: (1) agreement--the 
person or his idea is confirmed; (2) disagreemen t--the person or his 
idea is disconfirmed; and (3) denic:il--denial of the existence of the 
ques tio11. -
To refuse to give any response at all is not only denying the 
ex1.stence of the person on a con11nm11-cati-ve or interpersona 1 level; a 
refusal constitutes denial of that person. In order to agree or dis-
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agree with a person that person must e~ist, as well a& hls request; ex-
istence of that person on an interpersonal level is confirmed either by 
agreement or disagreement. However, denial is not disagreement; it is 
a "non-response, 11 "anti-communication. 11 Denial ls a refusAl to acknow-
ledge either the person or his question. 
Watzlawlck views the validation request as a means of connnitment, 
He states that "conceivably the attempt not to connnunicate will exist 
in any context in which the commitment inherent io all connnunication is 
to be avoided (Watzlaw1.ck, 1967, p. 75). 11 The inherent cornnn.tment, to 
Watzlawick, is the agceement to respond to the request for validation. 
Reactions to the request for inherent commitment are three: (1) reJec 
ti.on; (2) <lcceptance of corrnnunication; and (3) dJsqua],ficat1on--cJm-
munication Hhich in some way invalidates connnun1.cation of the other 
person. Waczlaw1ck also agrees that a flat refusal to communicate cort-
stitutes denial or d1squal1 ti.cation, and he ment1-ons other meAns of 
disqualification. He mentions that "disqualifications cover a wide 
range of communication phenomena, such as self-contradictions, incon-
sistencies, misunderstandings, an obscure style or mannerisms of speed1, 
and the literal interpretation of literal remarks (Watzlawick, 1967, p. 
7 5) , II 
Ruesch (1957, p. 53) states that one of the factors involved in 
disturbed communication is the absence of an appropriace response to a 
message. "Appropriate response, therefore, is one of the most impor·· 
taut factors in psychological growth ... An appropriate response clar-
ifies •.. unsatisfactory acknowledgement, Lil contrast, has devastating 
effects. 11 He explains that feedback circuits are central to a satis-
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factory process of connnunication; they provide "an opportunity to relay 
back to the on.ginal sender the effects a statement has had upon other 
participants (Ruesch, 1957, p. 34)." Denial, of cour&e, is a refusal 
to recognize original communication; thus, verbal feedback does not exist 
in a denial situation. Ruesch also states that two sympto~s of disturbed 
communication are qualitatively deviant responses and inappropr1ately 
patterned responses. When a qualitatively deviant response is used, 
this is a reply to an incidental dSpect of the sender's message; the 
sender's intent and content of the message are disregarded. Ruesch 
calls this response a "tangential reply," which is a form of communica-
tion denia 1, He explains that the t~ngential response conb t1.tutes .. me 
of the most frustrating forms of communication. Laing (J96J) a1so rn2n-
tions the tangential reply as a form of communication denial; he says 
it occurs · •hen a mocking denial of the sender occurs; for instam .. e, one 
would respond to counnunl.cation with a totally irrelevant response 0r 
respond to only one aspect of the original communication. 
Ruesch also mentions a second type of response which is a symptom 
of deviant communication, the inappropriaLely patterned response. This 
is the completely unrelated reply, a respon&e which is ill-matched in 
modality to the original communication. He notes that one means of pro-
ducing pathological connnunicative patterns in children is to respond 
habitually to the child with different modalities. He emphasizes the 
importance of effective connnunLcation abilities as part of developing 
a healthy self-concept: ''We can postulate the existence of an inherent 
need in the indl.vidual--che need to communicate ... if the individual 
w l.Shes to survive and remain hcaJ chy (Ruesch, 1957, p. 45). 11 
Watzlawick also mentions one other response to a validat~on re-
quest, which he calls "the symptom," that 1s, the receiver convinces 
hunself and others that he is at the mercy of forces beyond his own 
control and thus cannot com1nunica te. An example of "the symptom" would 
be illustrated by t-wo peop J e 111 a plane seat next to each other . One 
person might begin a conversation, and the other feigns sleep or a 
speech impediment to escape a commitment to converse. Wai:zlawick states 
that dJ.squalif1cat1.ons are "resorted to by anybody who is caught 1n a 
situation in which he feels obl1.ged to comtr.unicate but at the same time 
wants to avoid the commitment i11.herent in all commun1.ca tion (Wa tzlawick, 
1967, Po 77-78) e I, 
Watz]awick also delves into the concept of denial in a S<::c1ion 
about the c-.3lf and others. He says that all communicat1.oa is a process 
by which a person (P) tells the other person (0) how he sees h1.msslf L;.1 
that situation. 0 may choose among three responses to P'n Vl.E•"·J of hir11-
self. The first 1.s confirmation, 0 accepts Pvs definition of P. Con-
firmation is quite important to insure mental development and stabxl1cy; 
Buber (1957, p. 85) states that "the basis of every man's life is two-
fold, and it is one--the wish of every man to be confirmed as what he 
is. by men; and the innate capacity of man to confirm his rel] owmen 
1.n this way." 
The second response tor by O 1.s reJection; 0 reJects P's def1.n1.-
t1.on of P, but O does not negate the real1.ty of P; he merely disagrees. 
The third response of O co Pis disconfl.rmation; 0 negates the reality 
of P; 0 is not concerned uith the cruth or f:als1.ty of P's view of him-
self, because, disconf1rmat1.on says, in effect, "You do nut exist (Watz-
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lawick, 1967, p. 86). 11 
Watzlawick also mentions that the feedback process is essential; 
corrnnun1.cat1.on proceed& through several levels. First, P initiates his 
view of himself; 0 returns h1s response to P; this 1.s how I see you. 
Then P returns to 0: this is how I see you seeing me. 0 returns to 
P: this is how I see you seeing me seeing youe These levels of ab-
straction spiral into infinity as connnun~cation progresses, and all 
three responses of conf'irmation, reJectJ_on, or d1sconflrmat1on are pos-
sible on all three levels. Misinterpretations and denial of messages 
are also possible on each level, and before cominunication 1.s able to 
progress to anotl1er level, meanings must be clearly understood by both 
P and O. 
Thus, Satir, Laing, and Watzlaw1ck are aJl essentially talking 
about the '<.:lme tln.ng: a person sends a request for val1dat1ou or com-
m1.tment inherent in all 111.s corrnnunicat1on, and three responses ai-e nos~ 
sible to this validation request: confirITation (agreement)~ rejection 
(disagreement), or disconfirmation (denial). 
Denial 1s a fairly common phenomenon in the corrnnunication processe 
Laf ore ( 1945, p. 134) found that the corrnnum.ca ti.on of children "was ig-
nored more often when it was positive that when the parent might have 
had reason to ignore it because the parent disapproved of, or disagreed 
with, the child." Laing (1961, p. 91) tells of the effects of corrmmni-
cation denial in the following example: 
The characteristic family pattern that has emerged 
from the study of farn11 u.:- & of schizophrenics does 
not so much involve a child who is subJect to out-
right neglect or even to obvious trauma, but a child 
whose authenticity has been subJected to subtle, but 
persistent, mutilation, often q1dte unw1.tU .. ngly .. 
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Another disturbed communication experience that lends to 1.mpa1.r 
the individual's self-concept and development of healthy interaction 
patterns is suppression of connnunicat1.on. Heider (1968, p. 16) states 
that "if a child's communication encounters negative feedback, negative 
feelings about himself arc likely to follow ..• continued attempts at 
self-expression, met by parentaJ suppression, are likely to produce an 
I 
undesirable self-concept. 11 
The concepts descri.bed by Ruesch, Laing, and He1.der may be includ-
ed 1.n the concept of "reJection" developed by Moustakas, Sigel, and 
Shalock (1956)~ "Rejection" to them 1.s a nonacceptance of the child's 
stimulation, by changing the subJect or interrupting w1th 1.rrelev::1.nc1es, 
by denyu1g the val.J..dity of the child's statement or action, by .ceJect-
1.ng the ch1 ld as a person, or by 1.gnon.ng or evading a ch.rec t appea 1 of 
the child. Moustakas (1959, p., 3) sees some degree of m1hampered, non-
critical acceptance of a child's cornmun1cat1on as vital; he feels that 
repeated experiences of denied opportunities to communicate lead to 
self-deprec1.at1.on: 11 the growth of self has been impaired because of 
the rejection in important personal relationships. He has been severe-
ly re Jee ted by others and has come to re Jee t himself." 
Laing (1961, p. 161) offers further insights into possible con-
sequences of denial: 
The ultimate of tlns is that when O is p] aced in 
an untenable position, that is, when no matter how 
he feels or acts, no nm tter what meaning he gives 
the situation, his feel1.ngs are denuded of validi-
ty, his acts are stripped of the1r motives, inten-
tions, and consequences, the situation is so robbed 
of meaning co him that he is totally mystified and 
alienated. 
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Alienation often leacls to 1.sol a t1.on- and w1.thdrawa 1 from 1.nterac-
t·t0n. Giff:i-n (1968, p, 17) has compared average Kansas Umversity 
freshmen and sophomores with those identified as being vic ti.ms of 
speech anxiety, and he remarks that the "most marked dJ.fference in be-
_12,';.'l-vio~ of these sr:udents ... is not their poor ability to communicate, 
but their tendency to avoid or withdraw from interactJ.on situations.'' 
He also mentions chat the "speech anxiety syndrome" indicates that 
these victims of speech anxiety are s1.gnificantly different from the 
average student 1.n terms of low self-image, low degree of trust for 
others, high motivation Lo avoJd failure and low motivation to achieve 
success, greater suppression of their childhood communication efforts 
by their pnrents, and _that thev have experienced _§:. ~~£11.fica.ntly _gre~E'.2::_ 
than ~':!f.f£ of communication _ienLd from persons held by the;g to 
be J.mporta:,_L, He also states that "trds introspective pattPrn ... all 
point to the probab1.lity of a significantly high degree of social al Len-
ation (Giffin, 1968, p. 17). 11 He concludes that "the results of this 
investigation may be interpreted as an indication of a possible causal 
conn2ct1.on between perce1.ved commun1.ca tion denial and social aliena-
tion (Giffin, 1968, p. 21)." Thus, the effects of communication denial 
may lead to quite ser1.01-;s consequences for the vJ_c tirns. 
Surrnnary 
The 11.terature thus revjewecl shows an attempt to conceptualh:e the 
experience of cornmum.cation denial. Several pr 1.nciples reappear through-
out the literature: 
L Communication deniaJ J_s an e}:pei:ience which 1.s perceived 
by the sender. He perceives that the receiver has refused 
to acknowledge his message, his existence, or both. 
2. Once communication denial has been perceived by the 
sender, he will react to it whether the denial actually 
occurred or not or whether the receiver intended denial 
or not. 
3. Denial constitutes disconfirmation of the person ex-
periencing the denial. 
4. Denial may be expressed by verbal or nonverbal (meta-
corrnnunicative) channels. 
5. Persistent denial may establish communication and 
psychological patterns which may cause pathological men-
tal disturbances. 
6. Denial may be overt or indirect (indLrect denial 
would be by such means as tangentializations, irrelevan-
cies, etc.). 
VI. Definitions of Ma~ Concepts and Terms 
Major Cance~ 
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Communication denial has occurred ''when two or more peop1e are to-
gether and one of them attempts to initiate communication, the other(s) 
\ 
ignore or refuse to recognize this attempt, i.e., they behave as if no 
communication attempt has occurred (Giffin, 1971, Quarterly Journal of 
Speech, in press)." The sender's exLstence on a functional level has 
been denied. 
Three maJor types of connnunication denial have been suggested in 
the previous literature: 
1. Suppression. Suppression occurs when "a child who desires to 
express himself obtains negative reactions from his parents (Heider, 
1968 16) . II ' p. For purposes of thJ.s study, the concept of suppcession 
will not be 11.~ited to parent-child relationships but will be applied 
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to any s1tuat1on in which a sender desires to express his i.dc-as verbal~ 
ly and 1s met uith negat1ve reactions which the sender perceLves as di-
rected toward the act of commun1cat1on rather than the message. 
2. Qualitatively Deviant and Inappropriately Patterned Responses, 
This form includes Ruesch's tangential response (the receiver re-
fuses to acknowJ the intent of the sender by replying to an inci-
dental aspect of the original statement, by reply.rng with an irrelevant 
response, or by ignoring the original 111essage)., Also included in this 
form is a response which 1s ill-matched in modality with the original 
cornmunicationo Watzlawick's corrnnon schizophrenic responses are also 1n-
cluded in thJ.s category: "self-contradictions, 1nconsistenc1es, GUbJect 
switches, tangentializa tions, incomplete sentences, misunders tarn1ings, 
obscure style or mannerisms of speech, and the literal interpretation of 
metaphors [-.i"1.d the metaphorical interpretation of literal remaxks (Watz 
lawick, 1967, p. 75)., 11 
3. Overt Denial. The speaker is met with a direct response which 
demands an i1mned1.ate cessation of communication at that time, on that 
topic, by that communicator. "Don't talk to me," "I won't listen," or 
withdrawal are examples of overt denial. 
Definition Ma1or Terms 
Two ma.Jor terms need def1.nit1.on; they are "victim" and "denier." 
A victim of corrnnun1cat1on denial 1.s a person who attempts to initiate 
some form of communication and is met with denial; he is the sender of 
communication. The denier 1.s the person who denies the sender 1 s com-
mun.Lcation; he is the respondent or receiver of tl1e original commun1ca-
tion .. 
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VII. ~cific Problems To Be Studied 
The specific goals of this thesis are: (1) to devise an inventory 
which will indicate which responses are considered appropriate to which 
commun1.cat1on denial situations by the average college student; (2) to 
identify the major dimensions of the experience of conrrnun1cation denial; 
(3) to identify wlnch variables in a connnunication situation 1~nake a 
di.fference, 11 i.e., wlnch variables cause that situation to be perceived 
as including the element of commun1cat1on denial. It is the broad aim 
of this study to establish a theoretical and practical framework, based 
on the data obtained, for further exploration of causes and effects of 
communication denial. The entire problem ls relatively une21.plored 211d 
has too many relevant social implications to be ignored. 
Respons8S to Connnunication Denial 
Of vital importance to this study is the range of responses of a 
person who has experienced communication dernal. Possible reactions 
would vary between an acceptance of the invalidation of the self and a 
refusal to accept the denial. A refusal to accept the implication of 
the denial could produce some form of psychological or cognitive imbal-
ance; according to the balance theory of human behavior, people tend 
toward a balance when confronted with incongruities. 
Perceptions must be consistent with feelings and beliefs 1n order 
to create a b2lance; if a person who considers himself worthy of com-
mun1cat1-on receives a denial, he might accept the de1nal, creating a 
balance by adJus ting his image of h1rnse lf. He might refuse to accept 
the denial but ln taking this course he will eventually have to accept 
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the invalidation or change his VJew of himself as a valid person in or-
der to retain balance. Rosenberg and Abelson (1960) call this imbalance 
"unstable J_nterpersonal cognition." To reduce imbalance, a person may 
(1) repeat Ins commum_cation; (2) escalate the level of commmncation by 
such means as increasing the tone, volume, or pitch in verbal com.'TtUnlcn-
tion, or by increasing physical movements; and (3) overtly question the 
denial. If the person chooses to repeat communication, he might evoke a 
rewarding response, find that denial had not actually occurred, or he 
might again experience denial. If escalation produces desired effects, 
this response will probably be reinforced and seen as effective because 
1.t produces a response. Lafore (1945, p. 55) states that "igaoring the 
ch1..Ld seeuc,l dlso to be a practice which tended to accentuate u1;dee, r-
able behav10r~ .. if legit1.mate and dPs1rabJe claims are ignored by the 
parents an'-1 undesirable behavior commented upon, surely c..1 chJ ld r,.,1ho wall ts 
attencionw1.ll resort to undesirable behavjor. 11 
A dJ_rect confrontation about the denial 1.s not feasible in 1na1-y 
cases. A specific request of an explanation of the denial often pro-
duces no results, and it is possible that aga1.n denial may occur. As 
Giffin (1968, p. 8) explains, "such overt metacomrnunication is rarely 
initiated by the person in the weaker 'one-down' position who feels 
threatened, and the denial of one's existence (on any level) by a 
valued other will produce a feeling of threat." Often uhen a high lev-
el of defensiveness or threat marks a communicative Jnteraction, large 
degrees of openness in communication are almost impossible 
Resignation to the implication of de1nal may result in severr1l 
reactions depending on (l) the value of the conmmnication by che one 
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experiencing denial; and (2) the intensity and frequency of denial ex-
per 1-enced. Resignation leading to social and psycho logical withdrawal 
is the most serious of these reactions. 
Giffin postulates four poss~ble responses to different situations 
of communication denial. First, the individual can repeat his 1-n1.tial 
communication, including the implied request of 11Please validate me. 11 
Secondly, he can initiate overt verbal communicatJ_on about the •denial, 
ask:rng for a direct explanation of why the denial occurred. As mentJ_on-
ed earlier, if the situation is at all threatening, this response is not 
likely to be chosen. Thirdly, he can escalate tht~ demand for valJdat.LOn 
by using different vocal tones, gestures, threatening postures, or oth•~r 
means. F.i.ria.lly, he may accept the implication 2.f the demal-- -the l.,c,} .Lef 
that he 1.s 11.ot capable of communicar:ing on that level with tha1: person 
at that t1,r-.,, 
If the first response is chosen and ls successful, the der. L3.l wi] 1 
have little impact. The second response is not feasible in many SJ_tua-
tions; Wa tzlawick makes the point tha 1: having already been denied, 1.t 
takes considerable courage for that person to risk a second denial. 
The third response, escalation, j s a common behavioral pattern to-
day, as evidenced by student riots and racial unrest. In threatening 
situations, many people become hos tile and aggressively violent wh1 le 
others simply withdraw from the situation. Bion (1952) describes this 
pattern as "f ight-flight 11 behavior. Often people vacillate between 
fight or flJ_ght behavior and eventually withdraw if hostility gains no 
desired responses. The fourth alternative, withdrawal, is often a re-
sponse to feelings of social alienation or. isolation, usually descr.1.bed 
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as frustration, powerlessness, or futility. 
For purposes of this study I felt it necessary to extend the range 
of responses to conrrnunication denial. I have not added anything new; I 
have only clarified and elaborated on the four responses mentioned by 
Giffin. I have selected eight responses as those which would include 
most possible behavioral responses to situations of communication denial. 
These eight responses may be found in Table 1. 
Variables Which ''Make a Difference" 
I have interviewed friends and fellow graduate students in order to 
establish a basLS for selection of variables most influential in cornmu-
nicat1on d~nial situations. Many people mentioned parent-child, student-
faculty, and husband-wife communication situations as including elements 
of denial. Variables thought possibly influential in denial situations 
included the message, the people involved, the communication & 1.tua ti.on, 
including purpose, intent, and context. Thus, I have arbitrarily se-
lected three variables which appear to influence all communication pro-
cesses as the three variables most influential in identifying connnunica-
tion situations including elements of connnunication denial. They in-
clude the message, the receiver (the denier), and the context. 
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TABL~~ l 






5. Verbal attack 
6. Physical escalat1on 
7. Physical attack 
8. Property damage 
Repetition of the initial conrrnunication, 
including repetition of the request, 
"Please validate me. " 
An attempt initJ.ated to ask questions 
about the denial to find out why it 
occun:ed. 
Cessation of corrn:nunication attempts, 
acccptLng the implication of invalJJa-
tLon and assuming that you are not 
capable of communicating with this per-
son at thi& tLme on this level. In-
cludes withdrawal from interaction. 
Raise your voice, cry, or yell, in otdc:r 
co get the denier's attention and to 
obtain a response. 
11Get even" by personal insults, sar-
casm, or name-call~ng. 
Physically attempt to get the deniex to 
respond; for instance, shaking the de-
nier's arm. 
Physically attack the denier; includes 
personal violence. 
Damage the denLer's property; includes 
rioting, riot damage, and Nore persona],· 
direct acts of violence, but noc physi-
cally attacking the denier. 
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The importance of the message varies from situation to situation, 
and in order for dem .. al to have a significant impact, the message must 
be considered important insofar as it is stru.ctured to gain a certain 
response. The importance of the message to the sender (the victim) is 
the main criterion for this varjable. Even a simple "hello" may be an 
important message; it may be structured to gain aa important response. 
A simple request for information may not be important in itself but in 
context may become qu1.te important if denied. 
The importance of the receiver to the sender~ i.e., the person who 
denies the original communication, is closely tied to the importance of 
the message and to the impact denial will have. Dem.al in.11 have more 
impact if the denier is very important t0 the vie Lim. If the denier is 
a valued ot~1er or someone central in the victim's 11.fe, he is expecced 
to reinforce the victim's ego or self-concept. His opinion will be 
weighed and considered, and the victim wants to hear his opinion. If 
the denier is relatively unimportant, he can probably assume that denial 
will have little impact. For instance, if the sender asks for informa-
tion and is denied by someone unimportant, he can probably seek thjs 
information elsewhere and denial will be of little significance. On 
the other hand, if the denier is the only person having this inforrna· 
tion, denial will have more impact. 
The victim's perception of the intent of the denier will also in-
fluence his choice of responses to the denial. Previous interaction 
with the denier will also influence response choice; if communication 
denial is a usual pattern of interaction, responses are likely to be 
l1mited. Also, whether or not the denier i~ an unfamiliar or familiar 
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person to the victim will jnfluence responses; a familiar person is prob-
ably more important to the victim than a stranger. 
The third variable is that of context; communication denial may oc-
cur in a public or private context. If the context of the denial is 
public, the victim will be influenced by other people's reaccions, by 
group nonns, which may or may not be congruent with personal attitudes 
and values, by formality or informalicy of the situation, and by the 
number of people composing the public context. For facility in this 
thesis I have restricted my VJ.ew of the public context to a group of 
three to twleve people (a small group); however, public contexts can 
range from three people to an infinite number 
., 
If the denial occurs in a private context, many influences affect 
response choice. If the victim and denier are members of the same or 
common groups or share similar attitudes, then norms will again Ln£1u-
ence response choice. All attributes of the receiver as a variable are 
also present, such as his being a valued other or not, his intent, pre-
vious interaction with him, and his relative familiarity. The goals 
and intent of each person in the interaction also affect response choice, 
as well as implications the situation might carry for both people in-
volved. In a one-to-one interaction the purpose of communication is 
rarely informational; private corrnnunication is also usually personal to 
a degree. Interaction could occur in a public context only for informa-
tion gain. 
Thus, many factors are involved in the three variables believed to 
influence response choice. In conclusLon, the three variables which 
"make a difference" in denial situations may include message content as 
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important or unimportant, the receiver (denier) as J_mportant or unimpor-
tant, and che context as public or private communication. The influence 
of the three variables remaLns to be verified in development and inter-
pretation of the inventory. 
I would like to add as a last word several prJnciples vrl1ich I con-
sider to be relevant to the concept of communication denia]: 
1. In order to be a victim of communication denj al, the person 
must initiate some form of communication. 
2 .. Actual communication denial cannot occur unless the sender 
perceives the denier's response to his in1.t1-al communication aG 
desirable. And, jf the response of the denier is desired, he 1s also 
desirable to the victim. Some degree of tlerL1.al could occur if the 
receiver ancl/or his response are not considered desirable by the 
victim, but this small degree of denial would probably not influence 
communication processes as more acute denial would. 
3. C01nmun1catJ_on denial may be a response of d person, a group, 
a subculture, er a nation, to any communication initiated by a person, 
I a group, a subculture, or a natLon. For purposes ot this study, 
simultaneous instances of denial (two parents, for instance) will be 
considered to be a denial rather than two separate occurrences of denial. 
VIIL Summary Study Aims 
The principal concern of this study is to inves te which re-
sponses the average college undergraduate chooses for varying situations 
of commum.cation denial. This objective will be facilitated by 
construction of a measuring device, the ConnnunicatLon Denial Response 
?.8 
Inventory, on which a subJect reports his usual responses to eight vari-
ous situations of communication dcrnal. Reliability and validity checks 
will be made on the measuring instrument. Findings about usual responses 
to corrununication denial will be used to ulentify major dimensions of the 
experience of commuaication denial, to suggest poss1.hle directions for 
subsequent research, and to provide further data to support the concept 
of connnunication denial as related to social alienation and other impor-
tant social problems. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 
The main objective of this study is to deternnne what people choose 
as responses to selected situations of cormmmicatJ_on denial. To facili-
tate this objective, a paper and pencil inventory was constructed whJch 
asked a person to report his usual beha~ior in response to eLght differ-
ent situations of communication denial. Reliability and validity checks 
were made on the inventory; the study is directed to the average college 
'undergraduate: What responses do average college underr;r2.dua te.s choose 
for various situations of communication denial? 
I. Methodology of the Measuring lnstrument 
The Behavior Differential 
The introspective inventory developed in this study was patterned 
somewhat after a behavioral differential developed by H.C. Triandis 
(1964). Triandis devised his differential as a me-chod of analyzing the 
behavioral component of_social attitudes. The behavioral component is 
seen as consisting of variables which form what Triandis calls a "cube 
of data." One side of the cube is formed by a st1.mulus person with 
specified characteristics sue~ as age, race, color, sex, etc. This side 
of the cube consists mainly of demographic data.. The second face of the 
cube is formed by behaviors which a person may undertake with a stJ.Inulus 
person; some usual behaviors might include "marry," "work with," e-cc, 
The third face of the cube consists of the subJect, who reports his like·· 
ly behavior with the st J.mulus person. TriandJ.s also includes a poss1.ble 
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"fourth s 1de of the cube II wh.Lch he calls 11s i.tua tional or environmental 11 
The present study uses the cube as a model for the independent var-
iables. One side of the cube consists of the roes&age, as important or 
unimportant. A second side of the cube :is formed by the denier variable, 
important or unimportant. A third side of the cube is formed by the con-
text variable, private or public. Thus, the "cube of data" obtained 
from this study looks like this: 
Triandis has his subJects report their behavioral intent on a nine-
.tnter-val bi.-polar scale involving an "I would-I would not ... 11 response. 
An example illustrates the typical item form: 
A 30 YEAR OLD PHYSICIAN, INTROVERTED 
(I) would' 1 ' 2 1 3 1 4 ' 5 1 6 1 7 
work with this person 
8 9 'would not 
The behavior differential allows a respondent to Lndicate on the scale 
I 
the extent ·to which he ''would" or '\vou.ld not" participate in various be-
haviors with a given stimulus person. Scores of the differentidl are 
the sums of response& to items: this &um .Lndic~tes the subject's be-
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havloral intent. The larger the score, che great-er the intent. Tlus 
study uses an 111 generally do-I generally do not" response in order to 
reduce possible social norm biases and to partially correct for conforrn-
1. ty tendencies. 
1wo other aspects of Triandis' dL£ferential are relevant. First, 
the differential is construct~d so that it allov-1s for the characteris-
tics of the stimulus person to be presented on two or more levels. For 
example, a subject may be asked to report his behavioral intent toward a 
"30 year old female physician, introverted. 11 A comparison of responses 
to differences in a single variable provides information about the in-
fluence of that variable on behavioral intent. The use of two leveJs 0£ 
each of the, three stimulus characteristics provides a 2 x 2 x 2 factorjal 
design., The present study uses three stimulus characteristics presented 
on two levels each, yielding a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design~ This design 
permits analysis of the influence of three stimulus variables upon be-
havioral intent .. 
The second important aspect of the differential concerns the behav~ 
1.ors. Triand1.s wanted to discover if various behaviors were vJ_ewed as 
similar by subjects. Certain behaviors, when viewed similarly, would 
form "clusters" or behavioral factors. Pursuit of this question led to 
a factor analysis of the behavioral scales which Jdent1.fied five maJor 
orthogonal behavioral factors. The present study uses eight possible 
responses to situations involving communication denial. At some time in 
the future lve hope to factor analyze the response data collected from 
tJns study; however, for this thesis report neither tune nor scope will 
allow carryjng out such a procedure. 
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The identification of behavjoral factors and presentation of stimu-
lus person characteristics on van_ous levels allowed Tr1and1.s to deter-
mine to what extent the variance 1n a subJect's reported behavioral in-
tent J_s controlled by variations i_n the stimulus person characteristics. 
Similarly, in th1.s study, the a1.m was to design an inventory wh1.ch would 
provide data about how variations of the components of denial situations 
would influence responses to these situations. 
Like Triandis' questionna1.re which asks what a subJect ''would'' or 
''would not II do, this study asks the subJec t to report what he generally 
does or does not do. By basing responses on previous experiences, .Lt is 
hoped that socJ_al non11 biases will be reduced. Thus, subjects reported 
usual tende11cies to respond to the eight various s1.luat1ons of cu::rmmn1.ca-
tion den.1..dl. By vary1.ng s1.tuation characteu_stics, J_t was also possible, 
in this .s 1-udy, to determine the variance each set: of s J_ rua t1.ona] compo-
nents controlled in(the response tendencies. 
S1.m1lar1.ties of the instrument used 1.n this study (which w1.ll be 
named the Corr,mun1.cat1on Denial Response Inventory, or CDRI) to Triandis' 
behavioral d1fferent1.al have been noted. The basic design using the 
"cube of data" is similar; the response questionnaire is also similar. 
Data was obtained about the behavioral intent of subJects in response to 
various situations of commun1.cation denial. 
II. The Procedure 
Conmmnica t1.on Den1.al Response Inventory 
The aim of tlns study was the c1evelopment of a pencil and paper 
inventory, termed the Communication Denial Response Inventory (CDRl), 
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on which a subJect could report his usual tendencies in respondLng to 
the various commum_cation denial situations. In Chapter 1 the variables 
relevant to inventory development were identified and Jefined. The var-
ious denial situations included three variables WJ_th two levels each: 
message (important-unimportant); denier (1111pon::ant-unimportant); context 
(private-public). The eight possible responses included: repetition, 
metacorrnnunication, acceptance-w1.thdrawal, attent1on-gett1-ng verbal es·· 
calation (raise your voice, cry or yell), verbdl attack (insults, name-
calling, sarcasm), physical escalation, physical attack, and property 
damage. 
Situational Variables. The variables of each commun:1-cat1.011 d:?.nial 
situation jncluded three with two levels each. 'T'hese were: ( 1) tlJe 
message (important-unimportant); (2) the dem er (important-unimportant); 
(3) the co~text (private-public). Each of the eight posuible varlable 
combinations was represented by one CDRI item. 11lc eight possible var.L-









Message-important; denier-important; context-private. 
(Al, Bl, Cl) 
\ Message-unimportant; denier-unimportant; context-private. 
(AZ, B2, Cl) 
Mes sage -um .. mpor tan t; denier-important; con text-group~ 
(A2, Bl, C2) 
Message-unimporcant; denier-unimportant; context-group. 
(A2, B2, C2) 
Message-important; denier-unimportant; context-group. 
(AJ, B2, C2) 
Message-important; denier-important; context-group. 
(Al, Bl, C2) 
Message-J_mportant; denjer-unimportant; context-private.' 
(Al, B2, Cl) 
Message-unimportant; denier-important; context-private. 
(A2, Bl, Cl) 
These variables and the two levels for each were chosen by combin-
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ing findings from previous research (see Chapter I) and from several in-
terviews with graduate students and professors in speech communication. 
Previous research indicated that the most general and important compo-
nents of any corrnnunication situation include the speaker, the listener, 
the situation, and the message. Message and situation were confirmed in 
denial literature as important factors in perceptJ_on of communication de-
nial; this literature also indicated that the denier was a third impor 00 
tant factor. The interviews confirmed that the message, the denier, and 
the situation or context seemed to be most important factors in contri-
buting to percept,_on of denial in communication situations; thus, these 
three variables were chosen. Size of the communicatJ_on situation was 
chosen to represent the contextual variable because much literature em-
phasizes that reactions to any communication will vary when this c.ornrnuni-
cation lakes place in private versus group settings. In this study, pri-
vate refers to in~eraction with only one other person regardless of other 
elements i.n the situation; for i;1stance, in this sense, private communi-
cation can occur in a public place such as a restaurant or the Student 
Union. Public communication refers to communicative interaction with 
more than one person. 
Interviews and research also suggested that the relative importance-
unimportance of both the message and the denier contribute to the total 
impact of a communication denial event. Interviewees suggested that the 
impact of a denial situation influences the victun's responses to the de-
nial; thus, the combination of the three variables and their levels pro-
duced eight situations ranging from much to little impact. Three vari-
ables presented on two levels each would yield a manageable number of 
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situation conditions not lj_kely to fat1.gue a subject (Kerlinger, 1967, 
p. 227). These three variables and their respective levels are present-
ed in Tab le 2: 
TABLE 2 
CDRI Situational Variables and Levels 
Si tua tiona 1 Variables Levels 
1. Message (A) a. Important (Al) 
b. Unimportant (A2) 
2. Denier (B) a. Important (Bl) 
b. Unimportant (B2) 
3. Context (C) a. Pr i_va te (Cl) 
bo Public (C2) 
Resp~~~ to Situations of Communication DenLal. Possible respons-
es to various situations of commun1.cat1.on denial were also selected from 
a combination of previous research and interviews. 'Giffin (1970) postu-
lates four possible responses to different situations of communication 
denial (see Chapter I). An individual can repeat his initial com1un1.ca~ 
t1on attempt; he can initiate overt verbal cornmun1.cat1.on about the denial 
(metacornmun1.cat1.on); he can escalate his demand validation of his 
commun1.cat1on by using different vocal tones, gestures, postures, etc.; 
or he can accept the implication of the den1.al--that he is not capab of 
communicating WJ_th that person at that time on that level or topic. For 
purposes of this study I felt it necessary to extend the range of possible 
1esponses to communication denial, part1.a 11 y because of the current mode 
of v1.olence .1s a response to c.ommun1..canon denial. I also felt that es-
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calation as a response involved several levels and needed more specific-
ity. Thus, I selected eight possible responses as those wh~ch include 
most behavioral responses to connnunicat1.on denial (&ee Table 1, Chapter 
I, page 2Li). 
Communic,:ttion Denial Response Inventory Format. The differential 
form used to incorporate the three major situational variables and re-
spective levels and possible behavioral responses )was a five-interval bi-
polar scale. The format is modeled after Triandis' (1964) behavioral 
differential items. Consideration was given to the possible use of a 
seven-point scale, based upon the report of Osgood, Sucl, and Tannenbaum 
(1957, p. 85): 
Over a large number of different suL-Ject.s in many d.1.fferent 
experiments it has been found that with seven alternatives 
all of them tend to be used roughly, if not exactly, equal 
frequencies. 
However, it was felt that with eight different behaviors composing each 
response questionnaire (eight in all: responses to the eight different 
communication dernal situations), that a five-interval bi-polar scale 
would produce less subJect fatigue than the seven-alternative scale. An-
other consideration was that, 1.n tlns study, no attempt was made to insure 
equal frequencies of the alternatives; rather, it was hoped that several 
of the possible responses would obtain more extreme tendency scores than 
others. Thus, to insure that variance of intent from response to response 
would be noted and to prevent subJect fatigue, a f1ve-jnterval-bi-polar 
scale was selected as more meaningful for this particular study. 
An illustrative· item is shown 1.n Tab1e 3 (the example for this item 
follows): 
The chancellor at your university has called an ail-
student convocation to discuss a strike over Vietnam and 
how the strike will affect finals. The actual question is 
if the un1versity will close or not on account of the strJke, 
He tells the student body that he will allow no strike and 
that classes will proceed as usuaJ, and he leaves, allowing 
no quest1..on-i..ng. This question and his answ-2r are quite im-
portant to you, as well as the supposed discussion about 
student wishes. 
TABLE 3 
VI. }1ESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
Ia. Attempt again to get a response by repeating 
your initial communication. 
I generally 
do 
I general] y 
do not 






























TABLE 3 (CONTINUED) 
If. Physically attempt to get a response. 
I generally 
do 
lg. Physically attack the denier. 
I generally 
do 










The t-l1ree situational variables and their levels used 111 tlns il-
lustrative item are, respectively, message-important; denier-important; 
context-public (Al, Bl, CZ). The eight possible responses may also be 
seen in Table 3. 
Communication Denial Response Inventory Scoring. Each CDRI item 
was scored by assigning a one to five numerical score for each scale 
interval for each of the eight response scales included for each of the 
eight items. The "genera] ly do" pole received a five score, which re-
flected a definite tendency to use this response while in that particular 
denial situation. The "generally do not" pole received a one score, re-
flecting a definite tendency not to use that behavior in response to that 
particular situation. The higher the score [or that response, the great-
er the tendency to use that particular b2havior, or response. There are 
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eight different possible types of responses to each of the eight dLffer-
ent sets of cornmurncation denial conditions. For each type of response, 
the degree of behavioral intent cdn be summed for a number of subJects, 
and the summed scores for e2.ch possible response under each set of com-
munication denial conditions can be compared. 
Th~ Pilot Study. Once var-tables forming the CDRI were selected, 
the differential examples were subJected to a pilot study. Professors 
and graduate students in speech communications gave reactions and sug-
gestions for improving the examples; the aim of the pllot study was to 
detennine if the examples provided for each denial situation on the in-
ventory illustrated uhat the researcher wished them to illustrate. Peo-
ple responded to the examples in terms of agreement or disagreement witb 
the relative importance-unimportance of the message and the denier and 
the private-·public context of the situacion. Sixteen examples were pre-
sented randomnly (two for each of the eight communicat1on cond1_t1.oa&, or 
items); frequencies of agreement or disagreement with each level of each 
variable were tallied. Ten people responded to the pilot study; examples 
which reflected more than eighty percent agreement with the researcher's 
evaluat1_on were chosen. A copy of the pilot study plus tally results is 
included in Appendix A. Results of the pilot study allowed eight exam-
ples with the highest agreement ratings to be chosen to illustrate each 
of the denial situations for the CDRI. 
Concern was expressed that severdl of the examples did not illus-
trate the levels for each situational variable; however, these examples 
received low agreement rat1_ngs (less th::m eighty percent), and these ex-
amples were discarded. Examples were written in terms of commun1cation 
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conditions which should be familiar to the average college undergraduate, 
situations encornpass1.ng both d.Ca<lemic and social life, The researcher 
attempted to use references to generally non-intimate persons such as em-
ployers, professors, peers, etc., for the examples; it was suggested in 
a thesis conference that persons such as parents, spouses, or persons 
holding special emotional attachments for the subject would represent 
special associations and impl1.cations and that use of such intimate re-
lationships in the examples might confound the effects of the situation-
al, or independent, varlables. 
The Pretest. The CDRI, with examples chosen from the pilot study, 
and instruction pages, J.S presented with randomized denial situaticns, 
or items, in Appendix E. The inventory was pretested on one sect1cn of 
twenty beginning speech students ac the University of Kansas in the sec 
ond week of April, 1971. Administration details were checked, and the 
students were interviewed following completion of the inventory. All 
subjects completed adm1nistration of the CDRI in twenty minutes. 
Following administration of the inventory, the researcher discussed 
the questionnaire with the class. Questions were asked about understand-
ing of instructions, clearness of instructions, problems in envisioning 
the different denial situation&, and other problems in scale completion. 
There were no problems 1,1ith instructions except• for the1r length; how-
ever, the researcher felt that were the instructions briefer, understand-
ing of the inventory would be less complete. 
One problem the researcher was especially concerned with was that 
the sub3ects might respond only to the examples prov~ded fot each item 
rather than to the generallzcd conditions represented by the example, 
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with failure to envision similar situations from previous experience. 
However, the subjects in the pretest reported that they had no trouble 
in envisioning these situations. They said that they read the examples 
quickly but did not return to them when responding to ea~h communication 
condition, or item. The examples were printed on pages separately from 
the items and response scales purposely to prevent response set or 
overuse of the examples for response scales. Thus, evidence did not 
support the fear of response set due to examples. Another fear that 
subject fatigue would be the result of long response scales was 
also unsupported; students finished the scales quickly before a class 
hour was ended. In addition, all students stated that they had 
found themselves in each of the particular denial situations at on~ 
time or another in their lives. 
The Sample 
Explanation of reliability and validity checks on the CDRI will be 
more meaningful if the subjects used in this study are first described. 
This study attempts to focus on the average college undergraduate; there-
fore; students in the Fundamentals of Speech IB: Interpersonal Communi-
cation course at the University of Kansas were used as the subject popu-
lation. This course offers student experience in dyadic and small group 
interaction and communication. 
A sample of at least fifty subjects was desired in order to obtain 
data on each communication denial situation. Since each subject respond-
ed to eight different five-interval bipolar scales in response to each 
of the eight different denial situations, a sample was needed which would 
reflect actual behavioral tendenci.es and iu order for analysis of vari-
ance to be feasible. The sample for this study consisted of three 
sections of Speech 1B studentsu Sampling was conducted the 
third and fourth weeks of June, 1971. Each subjects was asked to 
complete the Communication Denial Response Inventory; altogether 
fifty-two subjects completed the inventory. 
Validity the Communication Denial Response Inventory 
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The ideal validity check for the Communication Denial Response 
Inventory would involve actually placing the subjects in the eight 
different communicatjon denial situations in real life, and observing 
responses to each situation using the CDRI as a guide. Comparisons 
could then be made between observations of actual response behavior 
and each subject's reported response tendencies on the CDRI. 
However, ~uch a val1dity check is far beyond the scope of this 
thesis; such a check will have to be made at a later time. 
There appears to be no other validity check for the Communicatjon 
Denial Response Inventory other than a simultaneous testing of 
real-life responses to denial situations with the CDRI, or with a 
similar instrument check, but, since none exists, this check is 
also impossible. For this study an assumption will have to be made 
that an introspective scale such as the CDRI does measure actual 
as well as reported behavioral tendencies, and that these introspective 
reports are valid. The researcher and thesis advisors agree, however, 
that the Communication Denial Response Inventory does contain face 
validity; i.e., thac it appears to measure what it is purported to 
measure, or should measure. 
Data Analysis 
The statistical technique used in analyzing the daca for the 
research question (what responses does the average college 
undergraduate choose for various communication denial situations?) 
was analysis of variance. A description of how the CDRI data was 
handled will clarify the form of analysis of variance used for 
the data. 
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The Communication Denial Response Inventory was formed by 
eight communication denial situations, or items, with eight possible 
responses for each of these eight situations. Subjects co~ld mark 
each response for each item on a one-to-five interval bipolar scale) 
indicating general behavioral tendencies of choice or rejection of 
the partic~lar response. It was hypothesized that subjects' responses 
would be &ignificantly different for each different denial situaclon. 
An analysis of variance was conducted, comparing the effects the 
independent variables (the different items) upon choice of the 
dependent variables (the eight different responses). 
Independent and dependent variables can be identified at this 
) 
point. The eight denial situations, or items, are viewed as 
treatments encompassing three independent variables: message, 
denier, and context. The dependent variables are the subjects' 
scores on the CDRI which indicate choice or rejection of the 
eight possible responses for each item. 
Therefore, the influence of the eight different treatment 
conditions on the eight different dependent variables was 
1.nvestigated. Each subject. received each "treatme11t" when 
completing the CDR1. Thus, <lnalysis of variance using a factorial 
design with repeated measures on each factor was used to analyze 
the data for the research question. Since each of the three independent 
variables was present on two Jevels each (message, important- 1 
unimportant; denier, important-unimportant; context, private-public), 
a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design was used in this study. 
Data for the research question was first analyzed using the 
SFA49A Histogram Routine from the Kansas University Computation 
Center Program Library, for both dependent and independent 
variables. Use
1 
of this program inchcated frequencies of, the 
eight different responses across all eight different 11 treatments,1' 
as well as frequencies of the responses for each treatment. The 
SFAOlC Correlations, Scatter Plots, and Standard Scores Prog:r.am was 
used to analyze the data; tlns program correlated dependent 
variables (the eight responses) and provided standard scores for 
analysis. Finally, data was analyzed using the BMD08V program 
for Analysis of Variance. BMD08V can be used with nested, partially 
nested, partially crossed, and fully crossed designs1 The analysis 
of variance used for the research question in this study was 
a fully crossed design. 
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III. Sunnnary 
The main objective of this study is to determine what responses 
people choose to selected situations of communication denial. To facil-
itate this objective, a paper and pencil inventory, the Communicat~on 
Denial Response Inventory (CDRI), was constructed which asked a person 
to report his usual behavior to eight different situations of connnunica-
tion denial. A pilot study and prete5t were conducted before sampling. 
Fifty-two Fundamentals of Speech IB: Interpersonal Connnunication students 
composed the sample. Reliability and validity checks were made on this 
inventory. Analysis of variance was the statistical technique used to 




The question investigated for this study was: what responses 
do average college undergraduates choose for var1ous situations of 
communication denia]? Responses were obtained by using a five-interval 
bipolar scale; eight different combinations of the three independent 
variables with two levels each composed the ei.ght different 11 treatment11 
conditions. Three means of data analysis were used to test the research 
hypothesis: histograms, dependent variable correlations, and analysis 
of variance. 
I. Histogram Results 
A. Response Frequencies. An overall histogram was used to 
determine frequencies of responses regardless of treatment conditions. 
Results are reported in Tables ~-11. Results indicated that most 
subjects chose two responses as behaviors suitabJe for all situations 
of communication denial: repetition of initial communication and 
accP-ptanr.e-withdrawal. ~1ost subjects did not choose verbal escalation, 
verbal attack, physical escalation, personal attack, or property 
<lama&!= as responses to situations of communication denial. 
Subjects were evenly split between definitely choosing or definitely 
not choosing repetition as a response for all conditions of communication 
denial. Thirty-three percent of subjects (N='i2) cid not choose t}1is 
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response (thirty-three percent of subjects gave this response a one 
score, reflecting a definite tendency not to use this behavior as a 
response to denial). Twenty-seven percent of subjects (N=52) definitely 
chose this response (a five score, which reflects a definite tendency 
to use this behavior in response to denial). Forty percent of subJects 
(N=52) varied between two and four scores for this response (a two 
score indicates that the subject 1.s neither neutral nor wishes to 
indicate definite tendencies to reject the p&rt{cular b~havior; 
likewise, a four score indicates that the subject is neither neutral 
nor wishes to indicate definite tendencies to choose the behavior. 
A three score indicates neutrality; the subject neither t-7ishes Lo 
choose or r~Ject the particular behavior). 
For metaconnnunication (asking about the denial), forty-eight 
percent of subject (N=52) rejected this response for all denial 
situations (a one score). The remaining fifty-two percent (P=52) 
were split evenly around two to five scores. 
Twenty-seven percent of subjects (N=52) rejected withdrawal 
as a response to all denial situations (a one score). Twenty-eight 
percent of subjects (N=52) definitely chose this response (a ftve 
score). Remaining subjects were evenly split across choosing two 
to four scores. 
Verbal escalation (raising oners voice, crying, or yelling) was 
rejected by seventy-eight percent of subjects for denial situations 
(N=52), indicating a general ten<lency to avoid this response. Likewise, 
seventy-nine percent of subjects (N~52) reJected verbal attack 
(calling names, insulting, or usiog sarcasm). Eighty-nine percent 
!~8 
of subJects (N=52) reJccted physical escalatlon. Ninety-seven percent 
(N=52) of subjects reJected both personal attack,. and property damage. 
Thus, most subJects tend to av01d any type of violent response for 
all situations of communication denial. 
In summary, the most frequent responses chosen for situations 
of communication denial were repetit~ion and withdrawal. Half of the 
subJects reJected metacomrnunication (N=52). Approximar:ely eighty 
percent of subJects definitely rejected verbal e&calation (N=52); 
verbal attack (N=52); physical escalatlon (N=~2); personal attack 
(N=52); and property damage as responses to situations of communication 
denial (N-=52),, 
B. Response Frequencies fo;: Each Condition. Response frequencies 
for each condition were also investigated, A total of sixty-four 
his to grams \,"ere analyzed; each of the eight II treatment" ce,n<l 1_t ionF 
contained eight possible responses each. Results of these histograus 
may be found in Tables 12-19. 
1. Condition I (Important Message:, Important Denier, Private Context:). 
Repetition. The first response, repetition of initial conurfilni-
cation, was reJected by twenty-nine percent of the fifty-two subjects. 
That is, fifteen subJects gave repetition a value of one, which 
indicated definite reJection of the response~ Only nine subJects 
(seventeen percent) definitely chose repetition as a response to this 
condition (a five score). ElP..ven subJect-s (t,1enty-one percent) 
gav~ repetition a two and three score edch; six (t~elve percent) 
marked a four score. 
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Metacornrrrunjcation. Most suhJects did not choose metaconnnunication, 
or asking about rhe denial, as an appropriate response to this 
condition. Twency subjects (thirty-nine percent) gave this renponse 
a one score (definite reJection). Only five subjects, or ten percent, 
definitely chose metaconnnunication with a five score; nine subjects 
(seventeen percent) gave metaco1mnunication a two &core; seven 
(fourteen percent) remained neutral with a three score. Eleven subjects 
(twenty-one percent) gave this response a four score. 
Acceptance-Withdrawal. Acceptance-withdrawal (accepting the 
implication of denial) did not seem to be clearly either chosen or 
rejected as an appropriate response to this condition, Ten subjects, 
or nineteen percent, gave this response a one score (definite rejection), 
and eleven (twenty-one percent) gave it a five score (definite choi~e). 
Fifteen subJects (twenty-nine percent) gave acceptance a four score, 
., 
indicating some degree of choice. Nine subJects were neutral with 
a three score (seventeen percent), and seven indicated some degree of 
reJection with a two score (fourteen percent). A small amount more 
subJects chose acceptance to some degree than rejected it. 
Verbal Escalation. Most subjects definitely rejected verbal 
escalation as an appropriate response to this denial situation. 
Forty-four of the fifty-two subjects (eighty-five percent) gave this 
response a one score, indicating definite reJection. No subjects marked 
a five score, which would indicate definite choice of th1.s response. 
Likewise, most subjects reJected verbal attack as an appropriate response; 
thirty-nine subJects, or seventy-five percent, gave jt a one score, 
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indicating definite reJection, and ten gave it a two score, indicating 
some degree of reJection (nineteen percent). No subJects marked a five 
score for this response, which would indicate definite choice. 
Physical escalation as a response to this denial situation was also 
definitely reJected; forty-f1.ve subJects (eighty-seven percent) gave it 
a one score. Only one subJect chose this response by marking a five 
score (two percent). Personal attack was definitely rejected by fifty 
subjects (ninety-six percent), who marked a one score, and chosen to 
some degree by no subJects (a four or five score would indicate that 
the subJect "chooses the response to some degree11). Property damag~ 
was also definitely reJected by forty-nine subjects (a one score), or 
ninety-four percent, and chosen to some degree by no subjects (a four 
or five score). 
In conclusion, when the message and denier are jmportant and the 
context is private, subJects tend to use acceptance-withdrawal as the 
most appropriate response to this denial situation, and, to a lesser 
extent, tend to repeat their communication. They do not tend to ask 
about it, use verbal escalation, verbal attack, physical escalation, 
property damage, or personal attack. 
2. Condition II (Unimportant Message, Unimportant Denier, Private Context), 
Repetition. Repetition was definitely chosen or definitely reJected 
by a similar number of subJects as a response to this condition of 
communication denial. Ten subjects definitely reJected repetition 
(nineteen percent chose a one score); eleven subJects de£1nitely chose 
repetition (t'wenty-one percent chose a five score). Fifteen subjects 
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(twenty-nine percent) gave repetition a four score, jndicating choice 
to some degree, and seven subjects (fourteen percent) gave it a two 
score, indicating some degree of rejection. In all, twenty-six 
subjects gave repetition a four or five score (fifty percent), 
indicating that choice of this response is appropriate to this 
condition. 
Metacornmunication. Asking about the denial (metacommunication) 
definitely reJected with a one score by eighty-five percent of subjects 
(N=52). Only four percent defuu.tely chose metacornmunication as 
an appropriate response to this condition. 
Acceptdnce-wlthdrawal. Acceptance-withdrawal was also definitely 
reJected by seventy-five percent of subjecls (thircy-nine subJects 
gave a one score in response to this condition). Again, four 
percent, or two subjects, definitely chose this response by mn.rkjng a 
five score. Nineteen percent of subjects reJected acceptance-withdrawal 
to some degree by marking a two score (ten subjects). Thus, in all 
eighty-four percent of subJects indicated that acceptance-withdrawal 
was inappropriate to this condition of denial. 
Verbal escalation. Verbal escalation was definitely reJected by 
eighty-seven percent of subjects (forty-five subJects gave this response 
a one score). Only one subject definitely chose this response as 
appropriate to tlns condition (two percent). Likewise, ninecy-seven 
percent of subjects definitely reJ ected verbal attack as an appropriate 
response to this condition (fifty subjects marked a one score), and 
no subJects chose this response by mdrking a five score. Phys.teal 
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escalation was definitely reJecled by an identical percentage and 
number of subJects, and again, no subjects gave this response a four 
or five score, which would J.ndicate some degree of choice.. 
Property damage was definitely rejected as an appropriate response 
by fifty-two percet1t of subj ccts (twenty-seven subjects marked a one 
score). Twenty-four percent (twelve &ubjects) gave this response a two 
score, indicating some degree of reJection. Ten percent of 
subjects gave property damage a five score, indicating definite choice 
of this response for this condition (five subJects). 
In general, subjects chose only repetition and personal attack as 
appropriate respo11ses to the coIDmtmicat:l.on denial condition including 
an unimporta11t message and den-ter and private context. All othe:r 
possible re&ponses tended to b~ rejected oy subjP.cts. 
3. Conditi~g III (UniIDportant Message, Important Denier, rubJic Context). 
Repetition. Repetition was definitely rejected as an appropriate 
response to this condition; seventy-five percent of subjects gave 
repetition a one score, indicating definite rejection of this response 
(N=52). Nineteen percent of subjects gave repetition a two score, 
indicating reJection to some degree (N=52). No subjects marked a five 
score for this response, which wou]d indicate definite choice. 
Metacommunication. Asking about the denial was also definitely 
rejected by eighty-seven percent of subjects (forty-five subjects 
marked a one score for this response). Only one subject gave this 
response a five score, indicating defjnite choice (two percent). 
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Acceptance-w1thdrawal. Acceptance-withdrawal was also definitely 
rejected by nLnety-six percent of subjects (fLfty subjects marked a 
one score) as an appropriate response co this condition. No subjects 
marked a four or five score, which would indicate some degree of choiced 
Verbal Escalation. Verbal escalation was also definitely rejected 
as a response to this condition; ninety-four percent of subjects gave this 
response a oDe score (N=52)9 Again, no subjects chose a four or five 
score, which would indicate some degree of choice. 
Verbal Attack. Verbal actack was definitely chosen as an appropriate 
response to this condition by fifty-two percent of subjects (twenty-seven 
subjects marked a five score). Fourteen percent of subJects gave this 
response a four score, indicating some degree of choice (N=52). Only 
six subjects (twelve percent) definitely rejected this ~csponse with a 
one score. It appears that subjects chose verbal 8ttack as a response 
to the third condition of denial above all other possible responses. 
Thirty-nine percent of subjects definitely rejected personal attack 
as an appropriate response to this condition (twenty subjects marked a 
one score). Twenty-one percent definitely chose, this response (eleven 
subjects gave it a five score). }bre subjects rejected this response 
than chose it for this denial condition. 
Eighty-five percent of subjects definitely reJected property 
damage as a response to this condition (forty-four subJects marked a one 
scbre). Only one subject definitely chose this response by marking a 
five score. 
In conclusion~ it seems that verbal attack is the response 
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definitely chosen by most subJects as the most appropriate response to 
a communication denial situat1.on that involves an unimportant message, 
an important denier, and a public context. All other posslble responses 
were reJected as appropriate to this condjtion of denial. 
4. Condition IV (Ummportant Me&sage, Unimportant Denier, Public Context). 
Repetition. Repetition was definitely reJ ected by ninety-six 
percent of subjects (fifty subJects gave this response a one score). 
No subJects chose this response to some degree by marking a four or five 
score. Ninety-four percent of subJects (forty-nine) definitely rejected 
metacommunication, or asking about the denial, by indicacing a one score. 
No subJects chose metacommunication to any degree. 
Acceptai:i_ce-withdrawal. Acceptance-withdrawal was chosen definitely 
by fifty-two percent, or twenty-seven subJects, by indicating a five 
score. Fourteen percent (N=52) chose acceptance to some degree by marking 
a four score. Only twelve percent of subJects cnose a one score, 
indicating definite rejection (N~52), and fourteen percent chose a two 
score, indicating reJection to some degree (N=52). Almost three times 
the number of subjects reJecting this response to some degree chose 
acceptance-withdrawal to some degree as an appropriate response. 
Fifty-two percent (twenty-seven subJects) definitely reJected 
verbal escalation by marking a one score; twenty-three percent (N=52) 
chose a two score, indicating some degree of rejection. Only ten percent 
of subJects (N=52)' definitely chose this response with a five score. 
Likewise, most subJects rejected verbal attack to some degree (thirty-
nine percent chose a one score; ten percent chose a two score; N==52). 
However, twenty-one percent of subjects did definitely choose 
verbal atcack as an appropriate response (eleven subjects marked a 
five score). 
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Eighty-seven percent of subjects definitely rejected physical 
escalation as a response to this condition; forty-four subjects marked 
a one score. Only one subject marked a five score, indicating definite 
choice. Ninety-six percent of subjects definitely rejected personal 
attack as a response (fifty subjects indicated a one score). No 
subjects chose this response to any degree by marking a four or five 
score, Similarly, eighty-nine percent of subjects also definitely 
rejected property damage as a response by indicating a one score 
(forty-four subjects). 
In geueral, it appears that acceptance-withdrawa] is chosen by 
subjects as the most appropriate response to a communication denial 
situation including an unimportant message and denier and a public 
context. All other responses were rejected as appropriate. 
5. Condition V (Important Message, Unimportant Denier, Public Context). 
Repetition. Repetition was definitely chosen by fifty-two percent 
of subjects (twenty-&even subject& chose a five score). An additional 
fourteen percent chose this response to some degree by marking a four 
score (N=52). Only twelve percent of subjects definitely rejected this 
response by marking a one score (six subjects). The same number of 
subJects which chose repetition to some degree rejected it to some 
degree by marking a two score. 
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Fifty-two percent of subJects defim .. tely 1.""eJc.cted metacommunication 
as a response to this condLtion (twenty-seven suhJccts chose a one 
score). Twenty-three percent reJected metaconnnunication to some degree 
with a two score (N=52), Only five subjects defim .. tely chose this 
response by marking a five score (ten percent). 
Thlrty-~ine percent of subjects definitely rejected acceptance-
withdrawal as an appropriate response to this cond1.tion. Twenty subJccts 
chose a one score, Ten percent reJected it to some degree (five 
subjects), and twenty-one percent definitely chose this response as 
appropriate to this condition (eleven subJects marked a five score). 
More subJ ect:-:: reJ (:.Cted acceptance-withdrawal than chose it, 
Eighty-:ive percent of subjects definitely rejected veibal 
escalation as an appropriate response (forty-four subJects indicated a 
one score). Only one subJect definitely chose this respom,e. 
Ninety-seven percent of subjects definitely reJected verbal attack 2s 
a response (N=52); no subJects marked a four or five score, which would 
indicate choice to some degree. Eighty-nine pet·cent. of subjects 
de£inUely rejected physi-:::al. esealatlon with one scores (N=52); only 
one subject indicated a five score, or definite choice. Ninety-eight 
percent of subJects definitely reJected ~rsonal attack as a response; 
(N=52); and no subjects chose personal attack to any degree by 
indicating a four or five score. The same number of sub3ects definitely 
reJected property damage as a response, and, again, no subJects chose 
this response to any degree at all. 
In general, it appears that repetition is chosen most frequently 
in response to a denial situation including an important message, an 
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unimportant denier, and a public context. 
6. Condition VI (Important Message, Important Denier, Public. Context). 
Repetition ls definitely reJected by thirty-nine percent 0£ 
subjects as appropriate to this condition; twenty subjects gave 
repetition a one score. Ten percent of subJects gave repetition a four 
score, indicating choice to some degree (N=52). Twenty-•one percent 
of subJects gave this response a five score, indicating definite choice, 
(N=52), and twelve percent gave it a two score, indicating reJection 
to some degree (N=52). ~bre subjeccs reJected repetition than chose 
it for this condicion. 
Eighty- five percent of subJ ects defin'i tel y reJ ected metacornmun •.~at.LO"£_ 
as a response wich a one score (N=52). Only one subJect definirely 
chose 1netaccnn.nunicatlon by marking a five score. Ninety-s i.x percent 
of subjects definitely reJected acceptance-withdra~,m1 as an 
appropriate response to this condition (fifty subJects marked a one 
score). No subJ ect~ chose this response to any degree at all. 
Eighty-nine percent of subjects definitely reJected verbal 
escalation as a response by marking a one score; only one subject 
definitely chose this response by marking a five score (N=52). 
Ninety-seven percent of subJects (N=52) definitely rejected verbal 
attack as an appropriate response; no subJects marked a five score, 
which would indicate definite choice. The same number of subjects 
definitely reJected physical escalation as a response) and, again, 
no subjects definitely chose physical escalation. 
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I~wever, forty-six percent of subjects definitely chose 
personal attack as an appropriate response to this condition 
(twenty-four subjects marked a five score). Fifteen percent chose 
this response to some degree by marking a four score (N=52). Only 
seventeen percent of subjects definitely rejected this response withs 
one score, and fourteen percent rejected it to some degree with a two 
score (N=52 in each case). Twice as many subjects chose this response 
to some degree than1rejected it to some degree. 
Sixty-five percent of subJects definitely rejected property damage 
as a response by indicating a one score (N=52); six percent indicated 
rejection to some degree with a two score (N=52). Seven percent of 
subjects defjnitely chose this response by indicating s five score 
(N=52); four.teen percent gave this response a three score, indicating 
a neutral position (N=52). 
All responses except personal attack were rejected to some degree 
by ·more subjects than chosen to some degree. Metaconnnunication, verbal 
escalation, verbal attack, physical escalation, and property damage 
were definitely rejected by large percentages of subjects. More subjects 
reJected repetition, acceptance-withdrawal, and property damage to some 
degree than chose these responses to some degree. However, less subjects 
definitely reJected property damage as a response chan in prior denial 
conditions. Personal attack seems to be the response favored when the 
message is important, the denier is important, and the context is 
public (twice as many subjects chose this response to some degree than 
reJected it to some degree in answer to this denial situation). 
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7. Condition Vll (l111portant Message, Unimportant Denier, Private Context). 
Ninety-seven percent of subJects gave repetition a one score, 
indicating definite reJection of this response for this condition. 
(N==-52). No subJects chose a five score for repetition. Eighty-nine 
percent of subjects (N=52) also definitely rejected metacormnunication 
by indicating a one score; only one subJect definitely chose 
metacomrnunication by marking a five score. Ninety-eight percent of 
subjects definitely reJected acceptance-withdrawal as a response to this 
denial situation by indicating a one score (N=-52); no subjects chose 
this response to any degree at all. The sa.me number o.'.' subjects 
definitely reJected verbal escalation as a response, and likewise, no 
subjects indicated any degree of choice for this response. 
Forty-SJX percent of subjects definitely chose verbal attack as a 
responRe to tlus denial situation (twenty-four subJects marked a five 
score). An additional fifteen percent chose this response to some 
degree by indicating a four score (N=52). Only seventeen percent of 
subjects indicated a one score, or definite rejection (N=52), and 
fourteen percent of subjects indicated some degree of rejection with 
a two score (N=52). Twice as many subJects chose this response to some 
degree than rejected it to some degree. 
Thirty-eight percent of subJects definitely reJected Ehysical 
escalation as a response by indicating a on~ score (N=52); fourteen 
percent reJected it to some degree with a two score (N=52). However, 
twenty-three percent definitely chose this response wich a five score 
(N=52), and sixteen percent chose it to some degree with a fou.r score 
(N=.52). Almost as mdny subJedts chose this L·esponse as rejected it, 
although more subjeccs rejected th1s response to some degree than 
chose it to some degree. 
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Forty-four percent of subjects definitely rejected personal attack 
as a response by indicacing a one score (N=52); nineteen percent 
rejected it to some degree with a two score (N=52). Only fifteen percent 
definitely chose it with a five score (N=52); ten percent chose it to 
some degree with a four score (N=52). Almost three times as many 
subjects rejected this response to some degree than chose it to some 
degree. 
Sixty-five percent of subjects definitely rejected property damage 
as a response with a one score (N=52). Eight percent (N~52) definitely 
chose it with a five score, and fourteen percent of subjects gave 
property damage a three score, indicating a neutral position (N=52). 
The only response chosen (to some degree) more than reJected 
(to some degree) by subjects was verbal attack, in response to a dP.~jal 
condition including an important message, an unimportant denier, and a 
private context. However, more subjects chose physical escalation, 
personal attack, and property damage (to some degree) than in preceding 
denial conditions. 
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8. Condition VIII (Unimportant Message, Important Denier, Private Context). 
Ninety-eight percent of subjects definitely rejected repetition as 
an appropriate response to this denial condition by indicating a one 
score (fifty-one subjects). The one remaining subject gave this iesponse 
a five score, indicating definite choice. The same percentages of 
subjects definitely rejectcd and definitely chose metaconnnunication. 
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Forty-six percent of subjects definitely chose acceptance-
withdra,1al as an appropriate response by marking a five score (N=52)., 
An additional fifteen percent indicated choice to some degree with a 
four score (N=52). Seventeen percent definLtely reJected this response 
with none score (Nn52), and fourteen percent reJected lt to some degree 
with a two score (N=52). Twice as many subJects chose thib response to 
some degree than reJected it to some degree. 
Thirty-nine percent of subJects definitely rejected verbal escalatLon 
(twenty subjects marked a one score). An additjonal fourteen percent 
rejected it to some degree with a two score (N=52)_ Twenty-three percent 
of sub3ccts definitely chose this response; twelve subjects marked a 
five score. Fifteen percent (N=52) chose it to some degree by mark1ng 
a four scar~$ ~illre subJects reJected this response than chose it, but 
the difference is slight. 
Forty-four percent of subjects definitely rejected verbal attack 
as an appropriate response to this situation by marking a one score~ 
(N=52). An additional ten subjects gave this response a two score, 
indicating rejection to some degree. Fifteen percent of subJects 
(N=52) definitely chose verbal attack by marking a five score. Almost 
three times as many subjects reJected this response than chose it. 
Sixty•-flve percent of subJ ects (N=52) definitely reJ ected physical 
escalation as an appropriate response by marking a one score. An 
additional six percent reJected it to some degree with a two score (N=52). 
Only eight percent of subJects gave this response a five score (N=52). 
Sixty-five percent of subjects (N=52) also definitely rejected 
personal attack with a five score; fin additional ejght percent rejected 
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it to some degree with a two score (N=52). Six percent of subJects 
definitely chose this response with a five score (N=52). Ninety-two 
percent of subjects definitely reJected property damage as a response 
\lith a one score (N=52); no subjec.ts chose this response. 
All responses except acceptance-withdrawal were definitely 
reJected by subJects. Twice as many subjects chose acceptance-withdrawal 
to some degree than reJected it to some degree. However, as in the 
preceding denial condition, more subJects marked verbal escalation, 
verbal attack, physical escalation, and personal attack as choices 
to some degree in response to this denial situation than in the first 
six conditions. lt appearn that the most usual respo11se to a denial 
condition inr::luding an unimportant message, an important denier, and 
a pi:-ivate context, is acceptance-withdrawal. 
10. General Conclusions~ 
Persona] attack is considered by subjects to be the most 
appropriate response to two denial conditions: (1) Unimportant 
message and denier, private context; (2) Important message and denier, 
public context. Similarity of levels wi.thin each condition are 
probably decisive factors in choice of this response to these two 
denial conditions. 
Repetition tends to be favored in two conditions: (1) Unimportant 
message and denier, private context; (2) Important message, unimportant 
denier, and public context. Message and contextual variables must 
influence choice of this response for these two conditions of de;:iial. 
Verbal attack is cho&en 1.n two conditions: (1) Unimportant 
message, important denier, public context; (2) Important message, 
unimportant denier, private context. The second condition is an 
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exact reversal of the first, and levels of message and denier variables 
differ within eac.h ccnditio1L These factors influence response choice. 
Acceptance-withdrawal 1.s chosen as the most appropriate response 
to three conditions: (1) Important message and denier, private context; 
(2) Unimportant message and denier, public context; (3) Unimportant 
message, important denier, private context. Reasons for choice of this 
response for these three conditions will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
Physical xesponses (phsy1_cal escalation, personal attc.c.k, and 
property damage) are chosen at high rates for two conditons, 
although moce subjects reJected these responses for these two 
conditions Lhan chose them: (1) Unimportant message, importani:: denier, 
private context; (2) Important message, unimportant denier, private 
context. These responses appear to receive high choice ratings 
when the context is private and when levels of the message and denier 
variables differ and reverse. These responses are chosen much more 
often in the last two denial conditions than in the first six. 
Reasons for choice of all responses for each condition will be 
discussed in more detail in ~1apter IV, 
C. Summary 9f Histogram Results. Eight different conditions 
I 
were presented t0 subjects, and subjects were asked to respond to 
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each of the eight denial condit1-ons :Ln terms of eight different responses 
for each condLtion (responses were the same, however, for each 
condition). SubjecLs were dsked to rate each of the eight responses 
for each of the eight conditions on a one-to-five scale; one 
indicating that the subjects generally would not choose this response 
as appropriate behavior in responding to communication denial 
(indicating definite rejection of the response); two indicating that the 
subject would reject the response to some degree, but not definitely; 
three indicating a neutral choice position, neither choosing nor 
rejecting r·l1c response; four indicating that the subject would chooGe 
the response to some degree, but not definitely, and five indicating 
that the su½ject generally would choose the response as appropriate 
behavior 1.n responding to communication denial (indicating definite 
choice of the response). 
General Conclusions: 
1. Condition I: When the message and denier are important, and 
and the context is private, subjects tend to choose acceptance-withdrawal 
as the most appropriate response to this denial situation. Other 
responses are viewed as inappropriate for this denial situation. 
2. Condition 11: When the message and denier are unimportant and 
the context is private, Rubjects tend to choose repetition and 
personal attack as the most appropriate response to this denial 
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situation. All other possible responses were viewed as inappropriate 
to this denial situation. Almost as many subjects rejected 
repetition as chose repetition; thus, the marked choice of subjects 
for an appropriate response to this denial situation is personal attack. 
3. Condition _III: When the message is unimportant, the denier 
important, and the context public, subjects choose verbal attack as the 
most appropriate response to this denial situation. All other possible 
responses were viewed as jnappropriate to this denial situation. 
4. Condition IV: When the message is unimportant) the denier 
is unimportant, ari.d the context is public, subjects tend to use 
acceptance-~~thdrawal as the most appropriate response to this denial 
situationa All other responses were viewed as inappropriate; however, 
verbal attack received high choice rates, although twice as many subjects 
rejected verbal attack than chose it. 
5. Condition y: When the message is important, the dmier 
unimportant, and the context public, subjects choose repetition as the 
most appropriate response to this denial situation. All other 
possible responses were viewed as inappropriate to this denial situation. 
6. Condition VI: When the message and denier are important and 
the context is public, subjects favor personal attack as the most 
appropriate response to this denial condition. All other possible 
responses were viewed as inappropriate; however, Eroperty damage did 
receive higher choice rates than in prior conditions of denial, 
although property damage was rejected by a large percentage of subjects. 
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7. ConditLon VII· When the mesnage is important, the denier 
unimportant, and the context Erivate, su½jects choose verbal attack 
as the most appropriate response to this denial situation. All 
otl1er possible responses ~ere rejected; however, physical escalation, 
personal attack, and property damage received higher choice ratings 
than in prior situations, although these responses were still 
perceived as inappropriate to this situation~ 
8. Condition VIII: When the message is unimportant, the denier 
important, and the context private, subJects favor acceptance-withdrawal 
as the most appropriate response to this situation of denial~ All 
other possible responses were viewed as inappropriate to this 
situation, although, as in Cond1t1on VlI, physlca] attack responses 
received higher choice ratings than in the fi·rnt six conditions, 
although lbese responses were still viewed as inappropriate for this 
situation by most subjects. 
When histograms were analyzed for each dependent variable, or 
response, results indicated that repetition and acceptance-withdrawal 
were the responses considered most appropriate to all denial situations 
by subJects. However, when histograms were analyzed for each 
response for each situation, results indicated that repetition is 
favored for only two situations, and that accepcance-withdraual is 
favored for three situations. Personal attack is the favored 'response 
for two conditions of denial, artd v~rbal attack is favored for two 
situations as well. It appears that histogram results are supportive 
of each other and indicate that for some conditions of denial, 
comP1on communicative responses are favored (repetition and 
acceptance-withdrawal) favored, but, for others 5 "attack" 
responses (verbal and personal attack) are favored. Tables 4-11 
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on the following pages indicate histogram results for each response, 
and Tables 12-19 on the following pages indicate histogrdm results for 
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II~ Correlation Results 
Correlation of dependent variables (the eight responses) was also 
used to analyze response data. Treatment conditions were not 
considered; correlations represent relationships across all eight 
"treatments," or situations of communicati.on denial, with respect 
to relationships between dependent, rather than independent, variables. 
Means and correlations of the eight dependent variables appear 
in Table 20. Correlations above .15 or below -.15 were chosen as 
values indicating significant relationships~ 
Repetition and metacommunication appear to be highly positively 
correlated CL~995). Repetition and withdrawal are highly negatively 
corre]ated (-.5629). Repetition and verbal escalation show positive 
correlation which i& not very high (02766). Repetition and physical 
escalation show a low positive correlation (.1680). 
Metacommunication and withdrawal show a high negative correlatJ.on 
(-.4291). Metacommunication and verbal escalation show a moderately 
positive correlation (.3035). Metacommunication, verbal attack, and 
physical escalation show low positive correlations (.1641, .1562). 
Withdrawal appears not to be significantly correlated with other 
responses except for a moderately negative relationship with verbal 
escalation (-.2559). Verbal escalation shows a moderately positive 
correlation with verbal attack (.2837); physical escalation (.2747); and 
with per&onal attack (.2411). Verbal escalation also shows low 
positive correlations with personal attack (.2964) and property damage 
(.2551). Physical escalation shows a moderately positive correlation 
with the same iesponses (.3573 1 .3954). Personal attack shows a very 
85 
high pas 1. ti ve correlation wl th property damage (. 8 77L~) • 
In summary, highly signiflcdnt relationships were found between 
the responses of repetition and metacornmunic.a.tion, repetition and 
withdrawal, and withdrawal and metacommunication. An almost-perfect 
relationship was indicated between personal attack and property 
damage. Other relationships showed either no significant correlations 
or low correlations. It appears that repetition and metacommunication 
are viewed as similar types of responses by subjects, as well as 
repetition and withdrawal, and withdrawal and metacommunication. 








Verbal Escalation 1.48 
Face-Saving Verbal Escalation 1.42 
Physical Escalation 1.22 
Personal Attack 1.05 
Property Damage 1.05 
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TABLE 20 (Continued) 
CORRELATIONS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
l 1.. 0000 ,:< 
2 0. 4995 * 1. 0000 * 
3 -0., 5630-,:,: -0 .. 4291 :,~ 1..0000 
4 o .. 2766* 0$ 3035 ,:.: -0., 2559 ,!; L 0000 ,:< ;,, 
5 -0.0128 0 .. 1641 :I,< 0.,0073 C=., 2837 * 1. 0000 ,:< 
6 0., 1680 * 0., 1562 :I,< -001062 ,0,, 2747 * 0., 1452 L 0000 '~ 
7 0.,0544 0.,., 0940 o • ., 0180 Oo 2411 0., 2964 ,:.: 0.,3573* L 0000 ,~ 
8 000723 Oo 1152 Oo 0122 I}; 1964 ,I; 0., 2551 * 0 .. 3954 ,:< o .. 8774 ,:< L 0000 * ;,, 
KEY· Repetition - ] * - S1gmf1cant correlation, above . 15 or -. 15 
M etaco1nmua.ica hon - 2 
Withdrawal - 3 
Verbal Escalat10n - 4 
Face-savmg Verbal Escalatwn - 14 .) 
Phys 1ca l Escalation - 6 
Personal Attack - 7 
Property Damage - 8 
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III. Analysis of Variance Results. 
Analysis of variance was used to test the influence of independent 
variables upon dependenl variables. The program for analysis of 
variance employed, BMD08V, used a repeated measures technique with 
a fully crossed design. It tested both main effects anrl 
interaction effeccs of independent variables. Two dependent 
variables, personal attack and ptoperty damage, were exLluded from 
the analysis of variance data because of the almost-perfect 
relati~nship between these two variables, and because when raw and 
standard scores were analyzed, invariably personal attack and 
property damage recieved total rejections for each denia] situation 
by over ninety percent of subJects, in both cases. 
A. B:_~peti tion. Analysis of variance for the first c1e,pe2dent 
variable, repetition, indicated no main effects and only one signifJ.cant 
interaction effect which was produced by combination of the two 
independent variables of message and denier. Analysis of variance 
results are presented in Table 21, which indicates the effects of 
the independent variables upon the dependent variable of repetition. 
Means for the significant first-order interaction are presented in 
Figure I and IL The high F ratio indicates a highly significant influence 
on repetition as a response to the combination of independent variables 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR REPETITION 
Source df MS F 
Total 1 3404.0865 
Between Subjects (R) 51 2.5424 
Within SubJects 
Message (A) 1 0.0385 0.0222 
AxR 51 1. 7296 
Denier (B) 1 1. 3846 0.L~711 
BxR 51 2.9385 
Context (C) 1 2.4615 0.3721 
CxR 51 6.6135 
AxB 1 13.1635 7. 5782-'~ 
AxBxR 51 1. 7370 
AxC 1 0.0096 0. 00L~0 
AxCxR 51 2. 3969 
BxC 1 3. 4712 1. 5423 
BxCxR 51 2.2506 
AxBxC 1 0.6154 0.4350 
AxBxCxR 51 1. 4144 






FIRST-ORDER INTERACTION BE'f',,,JE.EN f"if.:SSAGE AND DENIER FOR REPETITION 
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Interaction Effect of Message and Denier Upon Repetition. The 
Neuman-Kuells test for significance was used to determine if means 
were significantly different from each other. No significant 
differences appeared among the means for the first-order interaction; 
subjects tended to choose repetition as a response equally as often 
when levels of the two independent variables differed as when they 
were similar. Importance of message and denier seemed to have no 
effect upon choice of repetition as a response to combinations of 
these two variables. Repetition is chosen most often when both 
levels of message and denier are the same (either important or 
unimportant). When both message and denier are perceived as either 
important or unimportant, repetition is chosen at the same rate. 
Means were equal when both levels of the two independent variables 
were the same (important message - important denic1, or unimportant 
message - unimportant denler). Means were also approximately equal 
when levels of the two variables differed (important message - unimportant 
denier; unimportant message - important denier). Levels of the two 
independent variables have exactly reversed from each other, and cau&e 
a reversal of the pattern of effects. In summary, the actual levels 
(Lmportant or unimportant) of the independent variables of message 
and denier do not cause the interaction effect; rather, reversals 
of these levels cause the interaction effect, as well as the 
combination of message and denier, without regard to particular levels 
of importance. 
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B. Metacommunication. Analysis of variance data for the second 
dependent variable, metacommunication (asking about the denial), can be 
found in Table 22. The data indicated no main effects; however, a 
significant first-order interaction effect was indicated for the 
combination of the independent variables of message and denier. A 
significant second-order interaction effect was also indicated for the 
combination of the independent variables of mess~ge, denJer, and 
context. Means for the significant first-order interaction effect are 
presented in Figures III and IV, and means for the significant 
second-order interaction effect are presented in Figures V and VI. 
1. Interaction Effect of Message ~nd Denier Metacommum.cat.LOn. 
The significant first-order interaction effect for metacommunicaticm 
occurred b0tween the independent variables of message and denier. A 
significant F ratio of 8.1368 was indicated. 
The Neuman-Kuells test for significance was applied to test tl1e 
means for significant differences; again, no means were significantly 
different from each other. A reversal of the pattern of effects 
also occurred. When both levels of the independent variables are 
the same, means are approximately equal (important message - important 
denier; unimportant message - unimportant denier). When levels of 
the independent variables are dissimilar, means are also approximately 
equal (important message - unimportant denier; unimportant message -
important denier). The actual levels of the independent variables 
do not cause the interactive effect for metacommunication; rather, 
the combination of message and derner and the reversal of the pattern 
of effects cause the interaction effect for metacommunication. 
TABLE 22 
ANALYSIS FOR VARIANCE FOR HETACOMMUNICATION 
Source df MS F 
Total 1 2192.3678 
Between SubJects (R) 51 3.0639 
Witlnn SubJects 
Message (A) 1 1.4299 1.4299 
AxR 51 1.4138 
Denier (B) 1 0. 1716 0 .17L6 
BxR 51 2.4130 
Conte7t (C) 1 0,5805 0.5805 
CxR 51 3,4824 
AxB l 15.7716 8.1368* 
AxBxR 51 1. 9383 
Ax:C 1 4.8678 2.2722 
Ax:CxR 51 2.1423 
BxC 1 7. 2716 3.8289 
BxCxR 51 1. 8991 
AxBxC 1 6.2524 4.5313* 
AxBxCxR 51 1. 3798 
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2. Interaction Effects of Message~ Denier, and Context Upon 
Metacornmunication. The significant second-order interaction occurred 
among all three independent variables--message, denier, and context. 
The F ratio of 4.5313 indicated that the message and denier variables 
most likely contribute heavily to the second-order interaction effects; 
the F ratio for the first-order interaction effect between message and 
denier was very high (8.1368). 
The Neuman-Kuells test for significance was applied to means for 
the significant second-order 1nte1action effect to detennine what 
combinations of levels of variables caused the interaction effect. 
Only two combinations were found to have significantly different 
means; thus, these two combinations probably cause the interaction 
effect. 
The condition of unimportant message and deni.er and public context 
received the highest mean value for metacommunication (2.9). This 
conditionrs mean, however, differed significantly from the condition 
including an unimportant message and denier and private context. It 
appears that metacommunication is chosen most often when the context 
is public, and least often when the context is private (all mean values 
for conditions including a public context are higher than those 
including a private context). The level of context is what makes 
these two conditions differ significantly from each other: in both 
conditions, both message and denier are perceived as unimportant, but 
in one condition the context is public and in the other it is private. 
Means for conditions including a private co11text did not differ signi-
ficantly from each other, but means including public contexts did. 
DEN I ER 
important 
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The condition including an unimportant message and denier and a 
public context also differed significantly from two other conditions· 
(1) unimportant message, jmportant denier, publjc context (2.1); 
(2) important message, unimportant denier, public context (2.2). 
These latter two con<lit1.ons' means did not differ significantly from 
each other. A reversal effect occurs in these latter two conditions: 
when the levels of message and denier are dissimilar within a condition, 
and each level is reversed, with levels remaining d1.ss1.milar within 
the second condition, and the contextual level remains constant, means 
are approximately equal (2.1 and 2.2). The independent variables of 
message and denier appear to make the difference here, and further, 
they make the difference only if levels are dissimilar within 
conditions. 
The condition including an unimportant message, an important 
denier, and a private context, also differed significantly from two 
other conditions: (J) important message and denier, public context; 
(2) unimportant message and denier, public context. These latter 
two conditionsr means, again, do not differ significantly from each 
other; mean values are respectively 2.6 and 2.9. A reversal of the 
message and denier variables occurs once more; when both levels of 
message and denier are the same (but reverse in the second condition), 
and the contextual variable level remains constant, mean values are 
approximately equal. The condition including an unimportant message, 
an important denier, and a private context differs from the latter 
two conditions because levels are dissimilar and context is private. 
lOi 
The largest difterence in means is found between two conditions: 
(1) unimportant message and denier, public context (2.9); and 
(2) unimportant message and den1.et, private context (2.0). Here the 
independent variable of context is what makes the difference, since 
levels of message and denier variables are the same in each condition. 
The public context is what mainly makes the difference in the 
second-order interaction effect for metacornmunication, in addition 
to similarity of levels and reversals. It appears that interactive 
effects are caused by particular combinations of particular levels 
of the independent variables, rather than the interactive effects 
being caused by only one variable. Combinations of situational 
variables ace the key to understanding this second-order interaction 
effect. 
Co AGc~ptance~Withdrawal. Table 23 presents the analysis of 
variance data for the dependent variable of acceptance-withdrawal. 
A significant first-order interaction effect was indicated for the 
combination of message and contextual independent variables. Means 
for this first-order interaction effect are presented in Figures VII 
and VIII. A significant second-order interaction effect was also 
indicated for the independent variables of message, denier, and 
context. Means for this interaction effect may be found in Figures 
IX and X. 
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TABLE 23 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR WITHDRAWAL 
Source df MS F 
Total 1 3810. 2909 
Between SubJects (R) 51 2.2173 
Within Subjects 
Message (A) 1 2.9447 1.9395 
AxR 51 1. 5182 
Denier (B) 1 9.5409 3.2693 
BxR 51 2.9183 
Context (C) l 1.0601 0.2685 
CxR 51 3.9473 
AxB l 5. 7716 3.6517 
AxBxR 51 1.5805 
AxC 1 16.5601 6. 4072* 
AxCxR 51 2.5846 
BxC 1 3.2909 1.4711 
BxCxR 51 2.2369 
AxBxC 1 24.5216 9. 937Q·k 
AxBxCxR 51 2 .4677 
*p. < .05 
CONTEXT 
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FIRST-ORDER INTERACTION BE'.1:'\ri"!',EN MESSAC::E AND CONTEXT FOR 
ACCEPTA~CL-WITHDRAWlL 








1. Interaction Effects o~ ~essage and Context ypon 
Acceptance-Wit:lvlrawal. When the Neuman-Kuells test for significance 
was applied to the means for the first-order interaction effect 
\ 
between message and context, only one mean appeared to be significdntly 
different from other means. Acceptance-withdrawal is chosen moBt often 
when the message is unimportant and the context is public (3.3). This 
mean value differs significantly from the mean for an important message 
and public context (2.7). Importance of message causes the significant 
difference (contextual level remains constant across the two 
conditions). The highest mean was for the condition including an 
unimportant message and a public context; the lowest mean was for 
the condition including an important message and a public context. 
In the private contexts means do not differ significantly (3.2 and 
3.0), f Thus, importance of message is only significant in a public 
context. Reversal of the pattern of effects also occ~rs in this 
interaction effect; when the message is important and the context 
is private, the mean is 3.2, and when the message is unimportant 
and the context is public the mean is 3.3. When the message 
is important and the context is private, the mean value is 3.2, and 
when the message is unimportant and the context is public, the mean 
value is 3.0. 
Importance of the message in public contexts and reversals of 
the pattern of effects are key factors in influencing the first-order 
interaction effect for acceptance-withdrawal. 
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2. Interaction Effects of Message, Denier, and Context Upon 
Acceptance-Withdrawal. The F ratio for this interaction effect was 
very high; 9.9370. The first~order interaction effect of message and 
context probably contribute heavily to this high level of significance. 
Only one mean appeared to be signifLcantly different from others 
when the Neuman-Kuells test for significance was applied to means; 
this was the mean for the condition including an unimportant message 
and denier and a private context. this mean differed significantly 
from two other means; t~ose for the conditions including (1) unimportant 
message, important denier, and private context; and (2) important -
message, unimportant denier, and private context. (Means for these 
latter two conditions are not significantly different from each 
other, because levels of message and denier within each condition 
are dissimilar and because these levels exactly reverse in the 
two conditions; the contextual variable remains constant). 
The mean for the first condition (unimportant message, important 
denJ.er, private context) differs because of the levels of the denier 
variable (message and contextual variables are the same in both 
conditions). The mean for the second condition (important message, 
unimportant denier, private context) differs because of the message 
variable (denier and contextual variables are the same in both 
conditions). However, the level of the contextual variable (private 
context) remains constant in all three conditions. Means are higher 
in public contexts than in private contexts, with the one exception 
of the significantly ditferent mean. 
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SECOND· ORDER INTERACTION AMONG ~ffiSSAGE, DENlER, AND CONTEXT FOR 
ACCEPTANCE-WlTHDPAWAL 
J09 
message and denier, public context (3.3); and (2) unimportant message, 
important denier, public context (3.3). Message levels are the only 
levels of variables which differ in these two conditions; however, 
since means are equal, this difference is not influential. 
Dissimilar levels of variables within conditions and reversals 
of the pattern of effects, as well as the public contextual variable, 
seem to influence the second-order interaction effect. However, all 
three independent variables and various levels also seem to combine 
in particular ways to create the interaction effect. The effect 
cannot be attributed to only one variable. 
D. Verbal Escalation. The analysis of variance data for verbal 
escalation is reported in Table 24. One main effect,'for the denier 
variable, was indicated. All means including an important denier 
were higher than in those conditions which included an unimportant 
denier. Thus, verbal escalation was chosen as a result of the important 
level of the independent variable of denier. 
E. Other Responses. No main effects nor significant interactions 
were indicated for verbal attack or for physical escalation. Analysis 
of variance data for these responses may be found in Tables 25 and 26. 
These results indicate that nothing affected or caused choice of 
these responses, or, at least, none of the three independent variables. 
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TABLE 24 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR VERBAL ESCALATION 
Source df MS F 
Total 1 912.1538 
Between Subjects (R) 51 1. 0411 
W1.thrn S1.bJects 
Message (A) 1 0.0385 0.0454 
AxR 51 0.8473 
Denier (B) 1 4.6538 6.3128 7r 
BxR 51 0. 7372 
Context (C) 1 0. 9615 0.5682 
CxR 51 1. 6919 
AxB 1 l.38Li6 1.2417 
AxBxR 51 1.1150 
AxC l 1. 88Li 6 2. 1187 
AxCxR 51 0,8895 
BxC 1 0.1538 0.2606 
BxCxR 51 0.5901 
Ax.BxC 1 2.4615 2.0997 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR VERBAL ATTACK 
Source df MS F 
Total 1 833. 94!+ 7 
Between Subjects (R) 51 0.9006 
Within Subjects 
Message (A) 1 0.4062 0.4410 
AxR 51 0.9210 
Denier (B) 1 0. 0601 0.1101 
BxR 51 0.5454 
Context (C) 1 1. 271G L1662 
CxR 51 1.0903 
AxB 1 0.5409 0. 61+40 
AxBxR 51 0.8399 
Axe 1 0.0024 0.0021 
AxCxR 51 1.1250 
BxC 1 0.4062 0.6583 
BxCxR 51 I 0.6170 
AxBxC 1 0.1917 0.2744 
AxBxCxR 51 0.7094 
*P < . 05 
l:!.2 
TABLE 26 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PHYSICAL ESCALATION 
Source df MS F 
Total 1 622.7909 
Between Subjects (R) 51 0.5507 
Within SubJects 
Message (A) 1 2.3101 2.6144 
AxR 51 0.8836 
Dem.er (B) 1 0.0024 0.0055 
BxR 51 0.4289 
Context (C) 1 0.5409 0.9566 
CxR 51 0. 56Sli 
AxB 1 1.0601 3.7891 
AxBxR 51 0.3983 
Axe 1 0.8678 1.6385 
AxCxR 51 0.5296 
BxC 1 0.1178 0.2583 
BxCxR 51 0.4560 
AxBxC 1 0.0216 0.0482 
AxBxCxR 51 0.4481 
*p < .05 
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E. Summary of Analysis of Variance Results. Analysis of variance 
results for repetition indicated a first-order interaction effect 
produced by the combination of message and denier. No means were 
significantly different. Reversals of the levels of the independent 
variables caused the similar effects. 
A significant first-order interaction was indicated for 
metacommunication for the combination of message and denier. Again, 
no means were signficantly different, and again, reversals of similar 
levels of the independent variables caused the like effects. 
A significant second-order interaction effect was also indicated 
for metacommunica tion for message, denier, and context. Two means 
were found to be significantly different. Means for private contexts 
did not diifer significantly; public context means did. Reversals 
of the pattern of effects plus dissLmilarity of levels of independent 
variables, as well as the public level of the contextual variable, 
account for significant differences. 
Data indicated a significant first-order interaction effect for 
acceptance-withdrawal for messdge and context. One mean was significantly 
different from others; data indicated that importance of message ii 
significant only in public contexts. Reversals of the pattern of 
effects created like effects in other means. A significant second-order 
interaction effect was also indicated for message, denier, and 
context. One mean appeared significantly different, due to 
reversals of the patterns of effect for the independent variables of 
message and denier. Means were highest in public contexts. All three 
independent variables interact to produce the interaction effect. 
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A main effect for the denier variable was indicated for 
verbal escalation. Means including an important denier were higher 
than means including an unimportant denier; thus, importantance of 
denier is the key to this main effect. 
No main effects nor interactions were indicated for verbal attack 
or for physical escalation. 
Reasons for particular effects will be discussed in detail in 
Chapter IV. 
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IV. Summary of Results. 
Repetition of Initial Communication. Subjects chose repetition 
of initial communication as the most appropriate response for two 
situations of communication denial; both situations included an 
unimportant denier. A significant first-order interaction effect for 
the independent variables of message and denier was indicated in 
analysis of variance results. A reversal of the pattern of effects 
occurred when both levels of message and denier were the same 
(important message - important denier; unimportant message - unimportant 
denier); means were also equal when levels of the denier variable 
were reversed (important message - unimportant denier; unimportant 
message - important denier). In summary, importance of the 
message appears to be the influential factor in choice of repetition 
as a response to communication denial. 
Metacommunication. Metacommunication (asking directly about the 
denial) was not commonly chosen as an appropriate response to any 
situations of communication denial. However, both first- and second-
order interaction effects were indicated in analysis of variance results. 
A reversal of the pattern of effects occurred in the first-order interaction 
effect between the independent variables of message and denier. When 
both levels of the independent variables are the same, means are 
approximately equal (important message -important denier; unimportant 
message - unimportant denier). When levels of the denier variable are 
reversed, but message levels remain constant, means are also approximately 
/ 
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equal (important message - unimportant denier; unimportant message -
important denier). In summary, levels of the independent variable 
of message are what make the difference in choice of metacommunication 
as a response to communication denial. 
Acceptance-Withdrawal. Acceptance-withdrawal (accep the 
implication of the denial) was chosen as the most appropriate response 
for three situations of communication denial. Two situations both 
included an important denier and a private context. Levels of variables 
in these two situations are the exact reverse of each other (important 
message and denie:r, private context - unimportant message and denier, 
public conte&t). A significant first-order interaction effect appeared 
in analysis of variance results between the independent variables of 
message and context. One mean was found to be significantly different 
from others; when the/message is unimportant and the context is public. 
This mean is similar to that for the reversal effect mentioned for 
this reBponse. This mean differed significantly from that of 
important message and public context; thus, the leve] of important for 
the message variable creates the first-order interaction effect for 
this response. A reversal of che pattern of effects also occurs; 
means are approximately equal when the message is jmportant, the 
context private, and when the message is unimportant and the context 
is public. An unimportant message and a public context are the 
influential factors in this first-order interaction effect. 
A second-order interaction effect was also indicated for acceptance-
withdrawal, among message, deriier, and context. One mean was significantly 
different from two others. In one case means differed because the levels 
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of the denier variable differed (levels of message and context 
remained constant). The contextual variable remained constant for 
all three means; however, means were higher in public contexts than 
in private contexts. It appears that although message and denier 
variables are influential in the second-order interaction effect, that 
the contextual variable also plays a large part, and that particular 
combinations of the particular levels of all three independent variables 
are what create interaction effects for this response. 
Verbal Escalation. Verbal escalacion was not chosen as an 
appropriate response to situations of communication denial. However, 
although analysis of variance results indicated that this response 
was most generally rejected for denial situations, analysis of 
variance results indicated a main effect for the denier variable 
for this response. All means including an important denier were higher 
than those including an unimportant denier; thus, the level of important 
for the denier variable influences choice of this response. 
Verbal Attack. Verbal attack was chosen as the most appropriate 
response to two situations of communication denial; according to 
histogram results. Levels of each independent variable were exactly 
reversed in these two situations (unimportant message - important 
denier - public context; important message~ unimportant denier - private 
context). However, analysis of variance J"esults indicated no main 
effects nor interaction effects for this response. There appears to 
be no logical explanation for these different results. 
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Physical Escalation. This response was not chosen as an 
appropriate response to any situations of communication derd1al. Analysis 
of variance results indicated no main nor inceraction effects. The 
independent variables of message, denier, and context do not 
influence this response. 
Personal Attack. Physical attack was chosen as the most 
appropriate response to two situations of communication denial. Levels 
of independent variables in each situation are the exact reverse of 
each other (unimportant message and denier, private context - important 
message and denier, public context). It was postulated earlier in 
this chapter that when situations are the exact reverse of each other 
with levels of message and denier remaining constant within each 
condition, Lhat similar response effects occur, This postulation 
is supported by evidep._ce for two other responses: acceptance-withdra.wal, 
repetition, and also, metaconmrunication. There appears to be 
suffieient evidence to support this postulation as partial explanation 
of similar effects. 
Personal attack and property damage were excluded from analysis 
of variance because when raw scores were analyzed, large numbers of 
subjects rejected these responses. An almost-perfect relationship was 
indicated for the two responses by correlation data. Why personal 
attack appeared to be chosen as an appropriate response in histogram 
analyses when overall raw scores indicated low choices rates, is 
not clear. Property damage was rejected almost unanimously for all 
situations of communication denial. 
I 
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In summary, the null hypothesis (that dif[erential treatment 
conditions do not create differential response effects) can be rejected 
for repetition, metacoJIJIT1unication, acceptance-withdrawal, verbal 
escalation, personal actack, and property damage. The null hypothesis 
must be accepted for the responses of verbal attack and physical 
escalation, Differential treabnent conditions do create differential 
response effects in most cases. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to determine which responses average 
college undergraduates considered to be appropriate to varying 
situations of communication denial. Please refer to Chapters II and 
III for a detailed discussion of methodology used in this study. 
Eight different responses were presented for eLght different 
communication denial situatjons. Subjects were asked to rate each 
response for each different situation with a one-to-five bi-polar 
scale; one indicated definite rejection of the response, and five 
indicated definite CIJ-Oice of the response. fu!£h of the eight different 
communication denial situations included a different combination of 
levels of the three independent variables (message - important or 
unimportant; denier - important or unimportant; context - private or 
public). Thus, subjects were responding actually to eight different 
"treatment" condititions. Data analysis indicated that no direct 
causal relationships exist between any one variable and any one type 
1 of response. Rather, some relationships were indicated between certain 
types of responses and certain combinations of independent variables. 
The word "combination" is the key to this study. No one response was 
considered appropriate for all eight situations of communication denial. 
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An overall histogram depicting frequencies of responses withouc 
regard to specific situational variables indicated that 
acceptance-withdrawal and repetition of initial communication are the 
most commonly chosen responses for all_ situations of cornmunicat:lon 
denial. Attention-getting verbal escalation, verbal attack, physical 
escalation, physical attack, and P.E_9Eerty damage were not chosen as 
appropriate responses for most situations of communication denial. 
However, when individual histograms were analyzed for responses to each 
of the eight different situations of communication denial (these 
histograms did concern specific situational variables), quite different 
results were indicated. Following is a discussion of results for 
responses for each situation of communication denial. Real-life 
examples (which were included in the Communication Denial Response 
I 
Inventory) ctre included to aid the reader in visuali~ing situational 
variables and levels for each of the eight different communication 
denial situations. 
I. Discussion of Results for 
Each Situation of Communication Denial 
I. Condition I (Message - Important; Denier - Important; Context -
Private). 
Example: You approach your professor after class and ask him if 
you could speak to him about your current grades in the class. 
You want to improve your grade, so this question and lns answer 
are important to you. He looks at you, scowls, and tells you he 
doesn't have time. He walks away in a hurry. What would you do? 
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When the message and denier are important, and the context is 
private, subject& seem to be torn between choice or rejection of 
a~ceptance-withdrawal as an appropriate response to this denial 
situation. However, more subjects chose acceptance-withdrawal than 
rejected this response, and acceptance-withdrawal was chosen by more 
, 
subjects than any other response. Thus, when situational variables 
of important message and denier and Rrivate context are combined, 
acceptance-withdrawal is the response considered most appropriate for 
this combination of independent variables. 
There are several reasons which could explain why subjects chose 
this response as most appropriate for this denial situation. In 
this situation, the professor (the important denier) is likely to be 
perceived as a significant other by the student in the example. The 
professor may also be perceived as the "superior" of the "subordinate" 
student; the student depends upon the professor for a desired reward, 
or ego-enhancer (the semester grade). Giffin and Watzlawick have both 
discussed the near-impossibility of initiating direct communication 
about denial when the victim of denial is in the weaker, one-down 
position (please see Chapter I for a detailed discussion). Thus, it 
is not surprising that subjects reject responses which would require 
direct communication about the denial'-(repetit{on and metacommunication). 
Subjects specifically rejected attention-getting verbal escalation, 
verbal attack, physical escalation1 physical attack, and property 
damage as well. Rejection of these responses comes as no surprise foI 
this situation, either. Because semester grades are a subjective matter, 
the student would probably feel that he should maintain a respectful 
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relationship with his professor. PhysJ_cal or verbal "attack" responses 
would be too threatening to maintenance of such a relationship in this 
si l.71ation. Because of the importance of message and denier in this 
situation, acceptance-withdrawal appears to be the ~nly response that 
is generally considered as appropriate. A possible explanation for 
the rejection of this same response by a large number of subjects may 
be that because the information desired is very important, subjects 
may consider the professor's answer too important to withdraw from the 
situation, thus receiving no answer. However, subJects appear co be in 
a real quandary concerning choice of an appropriate response if 
acceptance-'\1ithdrawal is rejected. 
II., Condition II (Message - Unimportant; Denier ~- Unimportant; Context 
Private). 
Example: You se'e a familiar face in a res tau rant. You had 
planned to eat alone, but you go over to his booth to eat. You 
sit down and say hello although you are not sure that this person 
remembers you. Neither the message nor person are particularly 
important to you; you just wanted some company. When you say 
hello, this person ignores you. What would you do? 
When the message and denier are unimportant, and the context is 
private, most subjects choose either to repeat initial communication or 
to physically attack the denier. 
Repetition of initial connnunication invariably leaves the victim 
of denial open to still another denial. This threat inherent in this 
response does not seem to make much difference in this denial situation, 
possibly because neither message nor denier are particularly important 
to the victim. However, more subjects chose to physically attack the 
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denier than to repeat the initial "Hello." Perhaps the fact that 
both message and denier are unimportant to the victim contributes to 
choice of physical attack. The old maxim that the trivial things in 
life are more infuriating than the more important things may apply 
to this denial situation and choice of physical attack. These appear 
to be the only logical explanations for choice of these responses for 
this situation of communicatlon denial. 
III. Condition III (Message - Unimportant; Denier - Important; 
Context - Public). 
Example: You are in a new class and this is your first 
meeting. You know only one person and you yell "Hello" across 
the room. The message is not important to you but your 
acquaintance is. He acts like he doesn't know who you are; 
while this is happening the whole group is watching. What 
would you do? 
When the message is unimportant, the denier jmportant, and the 
context public, subjects chose verbal attack as the most appropriate 
response to this combination of situational variables. All other 
responses were ordinarily rejected; however, a high percentage of 
subjects chose physical attack, but more subjects rejected this response 
than chose it. Verbal attack includes "getting even" by personal 
insults, sarcasm, or name-calling. Perhaps when the denier is 
perceived as an important person, even if the victim's initial 
message was unimportant, the denier's answer becomes important 
because the denier himself is important to the victim. Thus, a 
simple "Hello-Goodbyen interchange chould be viewed as an important 
message and response by a victim of denial, if the vi.ctim perceives 
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the denier as important. The public context of this denial situation 
probably also contributes to choice of verbal attack as an appropriate 
response. Most students are generally somewhat nervous at a first 
class meeting; they are aware that first impressions are lasting. 
Many students try to make a "good impression" the first day of 
class; thus, due to the evaluative climate of the first class 
meeting, a defensive communicative environment is producedo Elements 
of threat connected with the defensive environment contribute to 
defensive communication. 
Repetition and metacommunication are too threatening as responses 
for this situation. Another denial could easily follow use of either 
of these two responses. The communicative climate is simply too 
defensive for the victim to chrnce a second denial. Acceptance-withdrawal 
is not viewed as a wise choice by subjects, probably because the 
victim in this situation would not be able to accept the implication 
of denial (that he is "worthless" as a communicator on that topic at 
that time with that person) because of the group context and because of 
the evaluative communicative ch.mate of the group~ Attention-getting 
verbal escalation, physical escalation, physical attack, and property 
damage are also rejected as appropriate responses by subjects. 
These responses would probably be viewed as too "irrational" by 
the group of students in this situation. Thus, verbal attack is the 
least threatening response for the victim in this situation. With 
verbal attack, the victim can show the group that he handles an 
embarrassing situation well. He can also "put the denier in his place" 
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by embarrassing him in turn. If the victim embarrasses the denier, 
the denier is less likely to respond to the victim with another denial. 
IV 0 -Condition IV (Message - Unimportant; Denier - Unimport-ant; 
Context - Public). 
Example: You see a group of people in a car and you wave and 
honk at them. These people are not especially important to 
you, and your message is not really important either, but they 
ignore you although you know they saw you wave and honk. What 
would you do? 
When the message and denier are unimportant and the context is 
public, subjects choc>se acceptance-withdrawal as the most appropriate 
response. All other responses were rejected; however, attention-getting 
verbal escaJation did receive a number of high choice ratings, 
although mere subjects rejected it than chose it. Possibly no threat , 
exists in this denial situation, due to the unimportance of message 
and denier; there seems to be no stigma involved in accepting the 
implication of denial in this situation. In this type of situation, 
a victim of denial might logically choose to raise his voice, wave 
his arms, or use other means of attention-getting verbal escalation 
for the purpose of getting the denier 1 s attention. Perhaps 
acceptance-withdrawal is chosen because the victim feels that the 
situation is just not important enough to devote any time and 
energy to. It appears that subjects withdraw from communication 
denial situations when these situations are either extremely 
threatening or extremely unimportant. 
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v. Condition V (Message - Important; Denier - Unimportant; Context -
Public). 
Examp]e: You are eating with a group of friends in your donn 
cafeteria.. The food is terrible, and you ask a girl vJOrking 
behind the counter if something couldn't be done about the food. 
Your message 1.s important, but the girl is not part:icularly 
important to you. She tells you to talk to the manager if you 
don't llke the food. Your friends are watching this exchange. 
What would you do? 
When the message is important, the denier unimportant, dnd the 
context public, subjects choose repetition of initial communication as 
the most appropriate response to this combination of situational 
variables. Acceptance-withdrawal also received a high choice rating 
although it was rejected by more subjects than chosen. This denial 
situation appears to pose no threat to the victim of denial; subjects 
will chance a repetition of the dental in this situation by repeating 
the initial connnunication. Perhaps because conceivably other channels 
exist for communication about the problem (the manager, etc.), the 
victim is not severely threatened by chancing another denial. 
In this situation the public context poses little threat of a reduced 
self-image or self-concept; perhaps in this situation subjects feel 
that the group of friends support the victim when the victim voices 
feelings about the food. This situation is not a connnunicative 
environment that ordinarily produces defensive behavior. Also, 
neither acceptance-withdrawal nor repetition seem to produce negative 
connotations to the subjects. Situational variables in this situation 
do not appear to combine to produce feelings of fear, threat, or 
evaluation for the victim of denial; perhaps the force of the denial 
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is not as strong in this situation as in others. 
VI. Condition VI (Message - Important; Denier - Important; Context -
Public)~ 
Example: The chancellor at your unlversi has called an 
all-student convocation to discuss a strike over Vietnam and 
how the strike will affect finals. The actual question is if 
the university will close or not on account of the strike. He 
tells you (the student body) that he will allow no strike and 
that classes will proceed as usual, and he leaves the 
convocation, allowing no questioning. This question and answer 
are quite important to you, as well as the supposed discussion 
about student wishes. Since the chancellor will ultimately 
control the final decision, he is also important to you. What 
would you do? 
When the message and denier are important, and the context is 
public, subJects choose physical attack as the most appropriate re~pom;e 
to this denLal situation. All other responses were rejected; however~ 
repetition l,f initial communication was rejected by only eight more 
subjects than chosen. 
One problem with the Communication Denial Response Inventory is 
that results do not indicate which responses would be attempted first 
by victims of denial to obtain a normal communicative response after 
denial has occurred. It may be postulated that subjects would first 
attempt to repeat im. tlal communication and then move to more violent 
responses (such as physical attack) if denial is repeated. America 
has seen a recent upsurge of frequencies of violent responses to 
situations of this type, including campus confrontations, civil 
rights confrontations, and responses to the Vietnam War. Perhaps 
the key is that when normal communicative channels are exhausted, and 
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denial still occurs, more violent responses such as physical attack, 
physical escalation, and property damage are the only responses which 
gain attention or recognition, rather than repeated denials. Victims 
of large-scale denials (nations, minority groups, students, women) 
may be proving the validity of Bion's "fight-flight" syndrome, by 
choosing violent responses to denial in order to get a normal response 
(agreement or disagreement) from the denier. It will be only a matter 
of time before we see if these groups using these more violent 
responses will move to the "flight" st.age of the syndrome, or 
withdrawal. Implications of choice of physical attack as the most 
appropriate response to this situation are far-reaching, and will 
be discussed in more length later in this chapter. 
VII. Condition VII (Message - Important; Denier - pnimportant; 
Context - Private). 
Example: You are in the City Hall trying to find out where co 
pay your license tag fee. You go into the Treasurer's office 
and ask the secretary where to go. She tells you to find 
someone else and ask them; she is busy. Although the secretary 
is not important to you, your message is because you need this 
information quickly. What would you do? 
When the message is important, the denier unimportant, and the 
context private, subjects choose verbal attack as the most appropriate 
response. However, physical responses (physical escalation, physical 
attack, and property damage) received higher choice ratings, than in 
prior situations of communication denial, although these responses were 
rejected for this denial situation. It appears that in chis situation, 
when the initial communication is denied, the victim's dominant 
response is to "get even" or to "put the secretary in her place." 
Perhaps the secretary's response is perceived by the victim as 
an attack to the victim's importance, and thus his self-image. 
He considers himself somewhat important and expects the secretary 
to do the same. When he does not receive a courteous response, 
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he reduces the secretary's importance, to both himself and to her, 
in order to retain his image of himself. Other responses also risk 
the threat of additional denials. Subjects tend to view verbal 
attack as the best way the deal with the denial in this situation. 
VIII. Condition VIII (Message - Unimportant; Denier - Important; 
Context - Private). 
Example: You just started a new job and you are anxious 
to p]ease your boss; what he thinks of you is important to 
you. You deliver a message to him that he is to call Mrs. 
Jones. The message is not important to you but your boss is. 
He ignores you completely and leafs through some papers 
without acknowledging your presence. What would you do? 
When the message is unimportant, the denier important, and the 
context private, subjects chose acceptance-withdrawal as the most 
appropriate response. All other responses were rejected, but, as in 
Condition VII, more subjects chose physical responses than in other 
conditions. 
A defensive communicative climate has been set up with the 
boss-employee relationship in this situation. The boss is the 
superior, and the employee the subo1dinate. The boss also has the 
power to "hire and fire" his employees. Threat of an additional denial 
coupled with the defensive communicative climate makes choice of 
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repetition or metacommunication unlikely in this denial situation. 
Although acceptance-withdrawal means accepting the implication of 
denial~ i.e., thal the victim is unworthy of communication at lhat time 
on that topic with that person, it does not seem to threaten the 
victim's self-image or create other problems. Importance of the denier 
may be the key for choice of this responqe; subjects may feel thaL 
acceptance of the implication of denial is a small price to pay for 
maintenance of a good boss-employee relationship. It appears that 
subjects choose acceptance-withdrawal as a response when denial 
situations are either extremely important or extremely unimportant. 
Summary of Results for Each Situation of Communication Denial. It 
seems relevant to compare which responses subjects indicated were most 
app~opriate for different situations of communication denial. In 
most cases, at least ~ne type of response was chosen for two or mor0 
different denial situations. Some interesting parallels are revealed 
with a comparison of this sort. 
Physical attack was chosen as the most appropriate response to 
two different combinations of situational variables, or denial 
conditions: (1) unimportant message and denier, private context; and 
(2) important message and denier, public context (Conditions II and VI). 
Real-life examples for these two situations were drastically 
different. There appears to be no explanation for choice of physical 
attack as the most appropriate response to both situations, except that 
in both cases, levels of importance of message and denier are the same 
within each condition. A reversal of the pattern of effeccs may be 
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another reason for choice of physical attack for both situations; 
Condition VI is the exact reverse of Condition II except that levels of 
importance of message and denier remain the same in Condition VI. 
Particular siLuational variable combinations produce the effects in 
this study, rather than one independent variable. We could postulate 
from this evidence that when conditions are the exact reverse of each 
other with levels of message and denier remaining the same within each 
condition, that similar effects are produced. This postulation will 
be discussed at greater length later in this chapter. 
Repetition of initial communication was chosen as the most 
appropriate response to two different combinations of situatJ_onal 
variables, or denial situations: (1) unimportant messa~ and denier, 
private context; and (2) important message, unimportant denier, pub]ic 
context (Cor,ditions II and V). The only similarity between these two 
conditions is that the denier 1s unimportant in both cases. Perhaps 
importance of message and level of context do not matter in these 
conditions. The threat inherent in repetition of initial communication 
(receiving a second denial) does not seem to influence choice of this 
response. Possibly only when the denier is perceived as important does 
a real threat of receiving another denial influence the victimrs choice 
of an appropriate response. 
I 
Verbal attack was chosen as the most appropYiate response for two 
different denial situations: (1) unimportant message, important denier, 
public context; and (2) important message, unimportant denier, private 
context (Conditions III and VII). No similarities exist between these 
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two conditions; however, sub3ects chose to "get even" in both situations. 
Condition VII is the exact reverse of Condition III; levels of each 
independent variable in Condition VlI is the exact reverse of the 
same independent variable ln Conrii tion III. The combinations of these 
particular variables created the like effects in these two conditions. 
Both real-life examples included threats to the victim's self-image; 
perhaps when denial threatens self-image or self-concept, verbal attack 
is chosen as the most appropriate response to the denial. 
Acceptance-withdrawal was chosen as the most appropriate response 
to three different combinations of situatjonal variables, or denial 
situations: (1) important message and denier, private context; 
(2) un~mportant message and denier, public context; and (3) unimportant 
message, important denier, and private context (Conditions I, IV, and 
VIII). 
Levels of independent variables for Condition IV are the exact 
reverse of levels of independent variables in Condition I, and levels 
of message and denier are the same within both conditions. This same 
effect occurred with the combinations of independent variables in 
Condjtions II and VI. These findings support the postulation that 
when levels of the independent variables in denial conditions reverse 
but remain the same within each condition, similar effects are produced 
by these combinations. 
Both Conditions I and VIII include an important denier, and a 
private context. Acceptance-withdrawal is probably chosen as a response 
to these two conditions because the denier is perceived as important. 
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There appears to be much threat associated with choice of responses 
which would make another denial possible in the real-life examples 
(repetition and rnetacommun1.cation). An evaluative, defensive 
communicative climate is present in each example. 
Perhaps acceptance-·wi thdrawal is chosen for Condition IV 
because of the unimportance of the message and denier. The key to 
explaining why acceptance-withdrawal was chosen for Conditions I, TV, 
and VIII, may be that subjects do not mind accepting the implication 
of the denial (that the victim is unworthy of communicating at that 
time on that topic with that person) when the communication situation 
is perceived as either very important or very unimportant. 
Subjects did not choose, for any denial. situation, metacornrnun1.ca-
tion, attention-getting verbal escalation, physical escalacion, or 
property damage, as being appropriate responses to connnunication detnal. 
Perhaps metaconnnunication, or dsking about the denial, is too direct 
an approach and involves too much risk or threat to the victim of 
denial. Attention-getting verbal escalation (crying, yelling, raising 
one's voice), or physical escalation (physically forcing the denier to 
listen and to respond) may be perceived as too degrading to the 
person who has to resort to such means. Property damage (damaging the 
denier's property in order to get a response) may be perceived as too 
violent a response to any of the communication denial situations; 
perhaps all of the physical responses are perceived by subjects as 
"irrational behavior," with the exception of physical attack, uhich 
was chosen for two denial situations as the most appropriate response. 
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II. Discussion of Results for the Correlation Analyses. 
Several of the eight response8 were very highly correlated 111 a 
positive way. These high correlations suggest that subjects viewed 
the highly-correlated responses as being quite similar in type or 
nature. 
RepetJ.tion and metacommunication we~e very highly and positiveJy 
correlated. However, sub3ects did not choose metacornmunicatio~ when 
they chose repetition as an appropriate response to communication denial. 
This would indicate that subject& do not, at least in practice, view 
the two responses as being exactly alike. If subjects perceived the 
two responses as similar, choice ratings -for the two responses should 
be approximc1tely the same. 
Physical attack and property damage were also highly and positively 
correlated; however, property damage was not considered to be an 
appropriate response to denial, while physical attack was chosen as the 
most appropriate response co two situations of communication denial. 
Obviously these responses are not viewed as similar, either, despite 
high positive correlations. 
Several responses were highly and negatively correlated, suggesting 
that these responses were viewed by subjects as dissimilar in type or 
nature. Repetition and withdrawal were highly negatively correlated; 
as well as metacommunication and withdrawal. Rules of logic su8gest 
that if these two sets of responses are viewed as 1lissimilar, then 
repetition and metacommunication should also be highly negatively 
correlated. However, repetition nnd metacommunicaUon were highly 
positively ~orrelated, so this line of reasoning is untenable, and 
a basic goneral principle appears to be unclear from these data. 
III. Discussion of Analysis of Variance Results. 
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Analysis of variance was the statistical method used to indicate 
what factors in this study accounted for significant differences. 
Analysis of variance was conducted for each of the eight responses 
to determine if different treatment conditions created different 
J 
responses. The null hypothesis for this study was: Responses to 
situations of communication denial are the same regardless of levels 
of independent variables; i.e., different treatments create no 
significant differences in responses. 
The level of significance chosen for rejection of the null 
hypothesis wasp~ ;~.os~ In most cases, analysis of variance data 
indicated that the null hypothesis could be rejected; i.e., different 
treatment conditions do create different effects. Following is a 
discussion of results for each response. 
Repetition. No main effects were indicated for repetition of initial 
communication; however, a significant first-order interaction effect 
was indicated for the independent variables of message and denier. 
The Neuman-Kuells test for significance was administered, and this 
test indicated that none of the means for this interaction were 
significantly different from each other. However, a reversal of 
the pattern of effects was indicated. Means were equal when both 
levels of the two independent variables were the same (important 
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message - important denier, or unimportant message - unimportant 
denier). Means were also approximately equal when the levels of the 
two variables differed (important message - unimportant denier; 
unimportant message - important denier). Similarity of levels of the 
two independent variables caused this interactive effect between 
message and denier upon repetition as a response. 
Metacornmunication. No main effects were indicated for the response 
of metacommunication (asking about the denlal). However, both first 
and second-order interaction effects were indicated for this response. 
A significant first-order interaction effect was indicated between 
the independent variables of message and denier. The Neuman-KueJls 
test for significance indicated that no means within the interaction 
were significantly different from each other. However, a reversal 
of the pattern of effects was indicated. When both levels of tne 
independent variables are the same, means are approximately equal 
(important message - important denier; unimportant message - unimportant 
denier). When levels of the independent variables are dissimilar, 
means are also approximately equal (important message - unimportant 
denier; unimportant message - important denier). Thus, similarity 
of levels of independent variables also causes the first-order 
interaction effect for rnetacornrnunication as a response. 
A significant second-or~er interaction for metacommunication was 
indicated for all three independent variables of message, denier, and 
context. The Neuman-Kuells test for significance did indicate that 
means differed significantly from each other. Means in the private 
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context did not differ significantly from each other; however, means in 
the public context did, The public Jevel of the contextual independent 
variable seems to cause the interactive effects for metacommunication. 
Means also differed significantly 1n the public context when levels of 
the independent variables are the same, as compared to when levels 
are dissimilar. It appears that interactive effects are caused 
by the particular combinations of levels of the independent variables, 
rather than the effects being caused by one certain independent 
variable. Combinations of situational variables are the key to 
understanding the second-order interactive effect for metacommunication. 
Acceptance-Withdrawal. No main effects uere indicated for 
acceptance-withdrawal (cessation of communicative attempts; 
acceptance of the impJication of denial, i.e., that the victim is 
unworthy of communicating at that time on that topic with that person). 
However, both first and second-order interactive effects were indic.atecl 
for this response. 
A significant first-ocder interaction effect occurred between the 
independent variables of message and context. The Neuman-Kuells test 
for significance was applied to test means for significant differences; 
one mean was significantly different from others. This difference 
occurs when the message is unimportant and the context is public. 
This mean differed significantly from the mean for an~ message 
and public context. Obviously the level of the independent variable 
message importance creates the significant difference, since levels 
of the contextual variable are the same. Means do not differ 
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significantly in the private context; thus, importance of the message 
is significant only in a public context for this interaction effect. 
A reversal of the pattern of effects also occurs; when both levels of 
the independent variables of message and context are dissimilar, and 
the levels of each independent variable are reversed, means are 
approximately equal (important message - private context; unimportant 
message - public context), Dissimilarity of levels of the independent 
variables appear to be the key factor in influencing this 
interaction effect, as well as importance of the message in 
public contexts. 
The second-order interaction effect for acceptan~e-withdrawal 
occurred among all three independent variables; message, denier, and 
context. Only one mean appeared significantly different from others 
when the Neuman-Kuells test for significance was applied; this was 
the mean for an unimportant message and denier and private context. 
This mean differed significantly from two other means; those for: 
(1) unimportant message, important denier, and private context; and 
(2) important message, unimportant denier, and private context. 
The mean for the first condition (unimportant message, important denier, 
private context) differs because of the levels of the denier 
variable (message and contextual variable levels are the same in 
both conditions). The mean for the second condition (important message, 
unimportant denier, private context) differs because of the message 
variable (denier and contextual variable levels are the same in both 
conditions). rHowever, the level of the contextual variable (private 
context) remains constant in all three conditions, Means are higher 
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in public contexts than in private context, with the one exception of 
the significantly different mean (um .. mportant message and denier, 
private context). It appears, again, that particular combinations 
of particular levels of the independent variables are what create 
interactive effects for the response of accentance-withdrawal; all 
three independent variables combine to create second-order interaction 
effects for this response, 
Verbal Escalation, A main effect for verbal escalation was indicated; 
the independent variable of denier created this main effect. All mean~ 
which included an important denier were higher than those including an 
unimportant denier; thus, the level of importance of the denier tends 
to influence directly the response of verbal escalation. 
Verbal Attack and Physical Escalation. No main effects nor interactions 
were indicated for verbal attack or physical escalation; thus, the 
since no sig11.ificant differences appeared, the null hypthesis cannot 
be rejected for these two responses. Different combinations of levels 
of independent variables make no difference in effects for these two 
responses. 
Physical Attack and Property Dam~__.£. These two responses were 
excluded from analysis of variance for several reasons: (1) when 
raw scores were analyzed for variance, it was found that in all 
cases, these two responses received ratings of one throughout the 
inventory, 1 This indicates that these are not used responses; t!.-ley 
are rejected in every case by most subjects; and (2) an almost-perfect 
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Telationship was indicated between the two responses by ~orrelation 
data. It was thought that because these responses were never used, 
and because they are viewed by subjects as being the same, that 
there was litlle point to analyzing either response with analysis 
of variance. 
IV. Summa~ of Results. 
Histogram results indicated that the responses of personal attack, 
repetition of initial communication, verbal attack, and acceptance-
withdrawal were the responses chosen as appropriate to different 
situations of communication denial. Analysis of variance results 
indicated either main effects, first and/or second-order interaction 
effects for the following responses: repetition of initial communication, 
metacommunication, acceptance-withdrawal, and verbal escalation. 
Overall results indicate that the responses chosen most often as 
appropn.ate to different situatj_ons of connnunicatiot, denial are: 
repetition, metacommunication, acceptance-withdrawal, verbal escalation, 
verbal attack, and personal attack. It appears that responses are 
chosen because of particular combinations of levels of independent 
variables rather than only one variable. Response effects are 
due to these specific and particular combinations. 
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V. Implications of the Study. 
Although no overall generalizations could be obtained from results 
of this study re8arding response choice for situations of corrnnunication 
denial, implications of the rejection of the null hypothesis are 
far-reaching. Different combinations of the levels of the three 
independent variables (message, denier, and context) create different 
responses to corrnnunication denial. Results indicated that the three 
independent variables do make a difference in connnunication denial 
experiences, and further, that respective levels and combinatlons 
of these levels of the independent variables also make a difference. 
The specific goals of this study were to: (1) .1..dentify which 
responses are considered appropriate to varying situations of 
communication denial by the average undergraduate student; (2) identify 
the major dimensions of the experience of communication denial; (3) 
identify which variables make a difference (cause the situation to be 
perceived as containing elements of denial) in corrnnunication denial 
experiences. These goals have been met with the completion of this 
study; the average college student considers: repetition of initial 
communication, acceptance-withdrawal, verbal attack, and personal 
attack as appropriate responses to situations of communication denial. 
Which response is selected depends upon the particular denial situation, 
the combination of the different levels of the different independent 
variables. No matter ~hat the denial situation, or the variables 
included, the average undergraduate does not consider physical 
escalation nor property damage as appropriate responses. Responses 
range from mild (repetition, dcceptance-withdrawal) to violent 
(verbal and personal attack). 
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The major dimensions of the experience of connnunication denial 
have also been identified. These dimensions central to perception of 
denial include: the message (important or unimportant); the 
denier (important or unimportant); and the context (public or private). 
Since different combinations of the levels of these three variables 
make a difference in selection of all responses excepting physical 
escalation and property damage, they must appear to contribute heavily 
to perception of the experience of connnunication denial. Other variables 
may also influence perception, but it appears that the message, 1:he <lE~nier, 
and the context are significant factors in denial experiences. The 
different fcnns of connnunication denial have been discussed in Chapter 
I; however, it appears that form does not make much difference in 
responding to the denial itself. 
Variables which make a difference were identified for the responses 
of repetition, metacomrnunication, acceptance-withdrawal, and verbal 
escalation. These variables did not appear to elicit similar effects 
for verbal attack or physical escalation. Please see the first part 
of Chapter III for these specific variables. 
Overall results indicate that the average college undergraduate 
does not often respond to the experience of communication denial 
directly, i.e., by asking about the denial. Perhaps this response is 
too direct and involves too much risk for the victim of denial; asking 
about the denial creates the opportunity for the denier to deny the 
victim yec again. Giffin (1968, p. 8) has discussed Lhe fact that 
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persons in a weaker position rarely attempt a direct communication about 
the denial because of threat. Subjects particularly avoided this response 
in any denial situation in which the denier was perceived as important, or 
in situations where the relationship appeared "superior-subordinate," 
for example, the boss-employee relationship. This type of relationship 
is generally conducive to establishment of a defensive communicative 
climate, magnifying risk of asking about a denial. Research has shown 
that the amount of group discussion is smaller in an authoritative, 
evaluative communicative climate than in a democratic, empathic 
communicative climate (Giffin and Patton, 1971). 
The overal response pattern of subjects to situations included 
in the Communication Denial Response Inventory indicates the Bion's 
"fight-flight" theory of responsiveness may be relevant (Bien, 
It may be postulated that repetition is the first and most logical 
approach to eliminating communication denial experiences. If this 
response fails to obtain a normal communicative response from the 
denier, subjects may move to use of acceptance-withdrawal, or 
cessation of communicative attempts and accepting the implication 
of denial (that the victim of denial is not worthy of communicating on 
that subject at that time with chat person). From the present study 
one can only postulate that the "fight-flight" pattern is operating; 
the Communication Denial Response Inventory does not indicate which 
response a subject would choose first, which he would choose second, 
etc. The inventory does indicate choice intensity for each response 
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for eac?h condition, However, if the "fight-flight" theory ls 
acceptable, implications are quite serious and worth investigation. 
The "fight-flight" pattern in communicative interaction 
(see Chapters I and II for further discussion) has been identified as 
a pattern in developing social and psychological alienation. Giffin 
and Groginsky (1970) define social alienaLLOn as "referring to a person 
who withdraws from or avoids interaction \,ith another person or persons, 
and functionally accepts the conclusion that he cannot communicate. 
(p. 4). 11 Social alienation is a bit different from psychological 
alienation; the difference is more of degree than of type. Psychological 
alienation occurs when a person rejects his own feelings and distorts 
perceptions of reality, However, in this study, we are conce1:ned with 
the socially alienated person, i.e., the person who functionally 
accepts the conclusion that he cannot communicate with another person 
or persons and who withdraws from or avoids interaction with that person 
or persons. We might note that in some cases this conclusion (the 
acceptance of the implication of the denial) is not always illogical; 
it may, after repeated denials, be quite logical. 
It may be further postulated that subjects pick mild responses 
first in response to denial (repetition, metacommunication, etc.), 
and, if these responses are not successful in obtaining normal 
communicative responses, subjects pick violent responses (personal 
attack, verbal attack, etc.). If these violent responses produce no 
results, subjects then select acceptance-withdrawal as the most 
approprlate way to deal with repeated denials. However, acceptance 
involves acceptance of the impli.cation of the denial (I am not worthy 
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of communicating with this person on this subject at this time). 
One or two situations in wlnch the vie t1.rn of denial chooses to 
accept this implication may not produce serious results; however, 
many situations could distort the victimrs perception of all 
incoming communicative signals. Many persons feel inferior to 
people with better speech, dress, education, influence, confidence, 
or poise; acceptance of the implication of denial is not an isolated 
occurrence. The "alienated generation" is not restricted to the 
under-thirty age group usually identified as alienated. Mrs. Jones, 
who cannot converse with her rich next-door neighbor who laughs at 
Mrs. Jones' Southern dialect, is also alienated. Assuming that subjects 
in this study did follow Hfight-flight" response patterns, and that 
the "flight'r phase of the pattern involves the response of acceptance-
withdrawal, let us further pursue the implications of possible social 
alienation for our victims of communication denial. 
Several factors have been identified in previous research as major 
components of alienation. These include "powerlessness,u or a 
personrs feeling of loss of effective control of fuis environment, 
and "nonn]essness," which involves rrpurposelessness (lack of a sense 
of values to give meaning to life), and Hnorm conflictrr (a person 
incorporates conflicting standards into his personality) (Dean, 1957). 
Mcclosky and Achaar (1965) have identified cognitive and emotional 
incapacity as contributing to cognitive incapacity (p. 21), and name 
this' general incapacity rranomie." They concluded that "these 
personality dispositions reduce their (the individualrs) chance for 
effective interaction and communication (p. 221).rr Thus, Dean, 
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McClosky and Schaar, and Giffin feel that lack of communication is 
indeed a major cause of social alienation, but do not attribuce this 
communication lack to a personality trail} but to situation-induced 
problems. In generally, studies of social alienation suggest that 
the alienated person perceives himoelf as isolated from others 
and is confused about lack of communication. 
If we infer that because subjects in this study chose acceptance-
withdrawal for almost half of the communication denial situations, 
that they are to some degree socially alienated, the relationship 
of the two concepts becomes most important. Giffin and Groginsky 
(1970) suggested in a prior study a possible causal relationship between 
communication denial and social alienation. This study would appear 
to support their conclusious. In their words, "the important 
socio-communicative implication is that an individual who feels he 
has experienced a great amount of communication denial from a 
significant other person will no longer believe that existing channels 
of communication for them are effective (p. 22).rr 
Another important inference is suggested in view of the large 
numbers of subjects choosing acceptance-withdrawal for over half the 
denial situations. The question of personal validity is implied with 
every statement a person makes, or with every communication he initiates. 
The implied request "Please validate me" is inherent in every word a 
person utters. If a person is consjstently faced with coffiIIlunicatlon 
denial whE'n he a,ttempts communicative interaction (particularly by 
significant others) he will logically deduce that communication is 
not worthwhile for him. Previous clinical studies (see Chapter I) 
have suggested that this is the precise conclusion reached by most 
schizophrenics. Communication could even be a causal factor in 
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the development of mental illnesses such as schizophrenia. (Please 
see Chapter I for furcher explanation of previous research in this 
area). Laing (1961) has produced evidence that consistent and 
continued denial of a child by the parents can create damaging effects; 
he mentions that 8 characteristic family pattern of schizophrenics is 
indicating a child whose authenticity (or self-concept) has been 
persistently mutilated, often unwittingly. LaFore (1945) supports 
Laingrs conclusions. Buber (1957) mentions that the basis of every 
manrs life is to be confirn1ed, and to confirm others. 
Mary Heiderrs research in suppression of conu~unication also indicates 
that communication denial can create damaging effects in children 
(Heider, 1968). 
Studies done by Giffin (1970) of students experiencing high degrees 
of speech anxiety have produced a speech anxiety syndrome for students 
exhibiting tendencies to avoid or withdraw from interaction situations. 
These students are significantly different from students (average) in 
terms of a lower self-image, a lower degree of trust of others, a 
higher motivation to avoid failure and a lower motivation to achieve 
success. These students have experienced a hjgher degree of childhood 
suppression of c01mnunicat1on and a significantly greater than average 
degree of communication denial from persons held to be important.. 
All of these factors point to a high degree of social alienation 
(Giffin, 1970). 
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In summary, previous studies indicate that communication denLal 
may be signifjcantly related to speech anxiety, social alienation, 
and schizophrenia, Aside from these indications, persons sub~ected 
to continued denial must suffer ill effects. A person whose 
authenticity is consistently subjected to doubt must fight very hard 
to retain a positive self-concept and self-image. Most persons feel 
that when they communicate that they deserve a response of some sort. 
A person who constantly has to reconcile and repair a deficient 
self-image cannot be expected to corrnnunicate as clearly as he might 
want to. In other words, denial may be related to speech anxiety, 
social alienation, and schizophrenia, but, in addition to these 
possibilities, coping with denial is not simple. 
If we assume that denial is related to speech anxiety, social 
alienacion, and schizophrenia, as well as being embarrassing and 
uncomfortable for the victi'm, results of this study are far-reaching 
in many areas of social science. Parents, teachers, authority figures, 
and persons yielding degrees of power, as well as social scientists, 
should be especially recognizant of the possibility that consistent 
communication denial can wreak damaging effects. If attempts are made 
to deal with the uviolent" responses of contemporary America, it is 
necessary to first understand why responses used are .,violent." This 
study may help to find this out. Results of this study indicate that 
further research to establish causes, effects, and directions of 
communication de~ial is a necessity. Results of this study suggest 
no causal relat5 onships, rather, possibilities for the experience of 
communication denial. Realizing which responses are used to different 
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situations of coITIII1unication denial is only one step. Hopefully 
other researchers will realize the importance of further studies in 
the area of communication denial, and, its importance to daily 
communication situations, as well as more pathological complications. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMMUNICATION DENIAL tESPONSE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Your help 1.s needed to assist me in developing an instrument which 
will measure common behavi.oral responses to communica tJ.on deniai. I have 
described sixteen different situations which I feel are illustrative of 
common communication denial situati.ous. There are e1.ght di.fferent vari-
able combinations for each eight Jifferent corrnnunication conditions and 
two examples for each different commun1.cat1.on cot1dit1.on. The three main 
variables appearing in each situation are the message, the denier (the 
person who ignores the ini ti.al communication), and the context. I need 
your help Ln gauging the importance of each of the three variables 1.n 
each different example. The message variable varies from important r:o un-
important; the denier var1ab le ranges from important to unimportant~ and 
the context variable ranges from public to private. For instance, dn you 
feel that the message in if] is important, the denier un1.mportdnt, anJ the 
context public? What I need to know is how the importance of each varia-
ble will appear to the average Speech IA or IB student, all examples are 
geared to these students. Please indicate how you see the importance-un-
importance of the message and denier and the type of context (public or 
pn.vate) in each example 1.n the blanks provided. Also, please indic,lte 
any changes which you feel would 111.ake the situations most clear and rele-
vant to subJects. For example, in Example 1/:1, you would write in the 
blanks either important or unJ.mportant for the roessage and denier and pub-
lic or private for the context. Thanks for your help! 
1. You approach your professor after class and ask him if he would 
speak with you about your current grades in the class. You want 
to improve your grade: so this question and t~e professor's an-
swer are important to you. He looks at you, scowls, and tells 
you he doesn't have time. He walks away in a hurry. 
Message ________ Denler _________ Context ________ _ 
2. You see a familiar face while you are walking to class. You say 
hello although you are not .st.ire that this person remembers you. 
Neither the message nor the person are particularly important to 
you; you were Just being friendly. TI1is person ignores you. 
Mesr;age Denier Context ------- --------- ---------
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3. You are 1.n a new class and this is your first meeting. You know 
only one person and you yell 11Hell9 11 across the room. The message 
was not important but your acquaintance 1.s. He acts like he does 
not know who you are; wlnle thJ.s 1.s happening the whole group 1.s 
wa tch1.ng Q 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context ________ _ 
4. You are 1.n an unfaw1.l1.ar city and stop at a gas station to ask 
directions to a certain motel. The attendant ignores your ques-
tion, telling you to find it yourself. The attendant is not im-
portant to you, but your message is, since you need this informa-
tion quickly 1.n order to hold your motel reservation. 
Message ________ Den1.er _________ Context ________ _ 
5. You see a group of people 1.n a car and you wave and honk at them. 
These people are not especially important to you, and your message 
is not really important either, but they ignore you although you 
know they saw you wave and honk. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context _______ _ 
6. You are supposed to relay a message to a friend who does not have 
a telephone. You see his room:rnate and ask him to g1.vE.. your friend 
the message. He tells you to do 1.t yourself. Your messag1':! is 
quite important but your friend's roommate is not important to you. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context ________ _ 
7. You have a partt1.me Job and are interested in finding out how 
your boss v1.ews your work. You ask him and he answers you with 
''What do you think?" He then leaves the room. This question and 
answer are quite important to you because you want to cooperate 
and do your best work. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context ________ _ 
8. The chancellor at your universJ_ty has called an all-student con-
vocation to discuss a strike over Vietnam and how the strike will 
affect finals. The actual question 1.s 1.f the university will 
close or not on account of the strike. He tells the student body 
that he will allow no strike, and he leaves, allowing no question-
ing. This question and answer are quite important to you, as well 
as the supposed discussion about student wishes. 
Message ________ DenJer _________ Context ________ _ 
9. You see an old professor of yours while walking to class and you 
ask him how he 1.s. Neither message nor person hold much importance 
to you; however, he does not answer, telling you that you still 
look like the same person you did when you took his class. 
Message Denier Context -------- --------- ---------
10. You see a former roorrrrnate of yours and say hello. Although you 
have been separated a long time, he/she is still important to 
you although your message is rather inconsequential. He/she 
ignores you, and you know that he/she cannot have forgotten who 
you are. 
Message ________ Denicr _________ Context _______ _ 
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11. You are sitting around a table with some friends, talking. You 
look at a person who is Lmportant to you and roll your eyes at 
something someone said. This nonverbal message is not especial-
ly important to you, but he acts as if he didn't see your gesture 
and goes on ta]king to the person next to him, ignoring your mes-
sage. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context _______ _ 
12. You are drinking beer in a local tavern and the person next to 
you sticks his elbow in your ribs. Neither person nor message 
are particularly important to you; you ask him to please move 
his elbow. He gi7es you a disgusted look and does aot move his 
elbow or respond further to you. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context _______ _ 
13. You are in the City Hall trying to find out where the office is 
to pay your license tag fee. You go into the Treasurer 1 s secre-
tary's office and ask her w~ere to go. She tells you to find 
someone else and ask them; she is busy. Although the secretary 
is not important to you, your message is important, and you 
need this information quick]y. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context _______ _ 
14. You just started a new job and you are anxious to please your 
boss; what he thinks of you is important to you. You deliver 
a message to him that he is to call Mrs. Jones. The message is 
not important to you, but your boss is. He ignores your presence 
completely, and leafs through some papers without acknowledging 
you. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context _______ _ 
15. You are eating with a group of friends in your dorm cafeteria. 
The food is terrible, and you ask a girl working behind the coun-
ter if something couldn't be done about the food. Your message 
is important, but the girl is not particularly important co you. 
She tells you to talk to the manager if you don't like the food. 
Your friends are watching this exchange. 
Message ________ Denier _________ Context _______ _ 
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16. You have enrolled in a graduate-level seminar although you are 
only a junior. What the professor and other students think of 
you is quite important to you; you want to conv1nce them that 
you are capable of graduate-level work in spite of your age. 
You ask the professor a question about a discussion; you consid-
er the question pertinent and well-thought-out. You would also 
like your question answered. The professor looks at you and 
turns to the c.lass with a smirk and raised eyebrows. The class 
snickers. He points to another student without acknowledging 
your question. 
Message ________ Denier ________ Context~-------
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PILOT STUDY RESULTS 
Message Denier Cone.ext Total 
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree 
Item 1 9 1 9 1 10 0 93%* 
Item 2 10 0 9 1 3 7 73% 
Item 3 8 2 9 1 9 1 87%-J~ 
Item 4 9 1 7 3 7 3 77% 
Item 5 10 0 7 3 8 2 8310* 
Item 6 10 0 7 3 8 2 8'3%* 
Item 7 9 1 9 1 9 1 90%* 
Item 8 10 0 10 0 10 0 100%* 
Item 9 9 1 7 3 7 3 77% 
Item 10 9 1 10 0 8 2 90%* 
Item 11 10 0 7 3 7 3 80% 
Item 12 \ 7 3 8 2 5 5 67% 
Item 13 10 0 8 2 7 3 83%* 
Item 14 8 2 8 2 9 1 83%-;'< 
Item 15 7 3 10 0 10 0 90%* 
Item 16 8 2 8 2 10 0 87%·k 
*Indicates items chosen for CDRI on the basis of more than 80% agreement. 
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APPENDIX B 
COMMUNICATION DENIAL RESPONSE INVENTORY 
KoUoioDe # _____ Class: Freshman __ Sophomore __ Junior __ Senior __ 
Sex: Male __ Female__ Age ___ _ 
INSTRUCTIONS: In the following exercises, you will be asked to report 
your usual communication behavior in a variety of cornmun1.cat1.on situations 
which include the element of communication denial. Communication denial 
occurs when one or more persons is involved in an interaction with one or 
more persons. Someone initiates communication and the other person/per-
sons ignore or refuse to acknowledge the initiated communication. For 
example, you might ask your researcher to provide additional time to com-
plete this scale. If he ignores your question, you have met with co1Tmmn1.-
cat1.on denial. However, if he merely disagrees, communication denial has 
not occurred; denial 1.s a refusal to acknowledge your communication~ The 
situations including communication denial included on this scale will be 
similar to many situations you have encountered 1n your previous experi-
ences. If there are any conditions you have not experienced, report your 
likely behavJor in the circumstances described--report what you would pro-
bably do. 
In the communication conditions presented, 1.t will be necessary for 
you to envision a number of situations with various characteristics. For 
example, you will need to picture yourself in a private or public communi-
cation context. The private context is when you are engaged in communica-
tion with only one other person (in some instances you might be communicam 
ting in a public place such as a restaurant, but as long as no more than 
one person is part of your communication interaction, your communication 
is still private). In the public context you engage in communicAtion in-
teraction with more than one person. 
You will also need to envision situations in which your message (what 
you communicate, verbally or nonverbally) is both important and unimportant 
to you. Likewise, there are situations in which the person/persons you 
direct your connnunication to (the den1.er/dem.ers) 1.s both important and 
um.mportant to you. An example of an important message might be a state-
ment such as "I love you; 11 an unimportant message might consist of "Hel-
lo." An important person 1.s usually fannliar with you--your boyfriend, 
girlfriend, parents, etc. An unimportant person is probably not familiar 
to you--a waitress, people you do not know, etc. 
On the following pages, envision the cornmunica t1_on condition described 
at the top of each page. For example, envision a situation in which both 
the message and the denier are important to you and the context is pri-
vate. For each different set of commun1.cation conditions (eight altogether) 
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is included one example which should illustrate the conditions described 
at the top of each page. These examples are found on two separate pages, 
together with a heading which corresponds to each of the eight pages. 
Below each condition on each of the eight pages is a response scale con-
sisting of eight different responses; respond to your idea of the commu-
nication conditions, not necessarily to the examples, although you may 
respond to the examples if you need a specific guideline to visualizing 
the communication condition. However, remember that the examples are 
merely guidelines; I would rather you responded to your own 1.dea of the 
communication condit1.ons rather than to the examples. Place §:_ check on 
each response scale descr1.birn.,. the extent to wh:,ch you do or do not~-™ in such behav1.ors described when you are in the specific communica-
tion condition described at the top of each~- Remember to rllark each 
response Jar each set of communication condit1.ons. Please respond~ all 
poss1.ble behaviors on the response scale for each of the eight commmnca-
tion cond1t1.ons. If you cannot visualize a particular condition or do 
not know what you would do in a particular situation, mark 1.n. terms of 
what you would probably do and use the example as a guide to visualizcng 
the condi t1.on. If you feel that the particu] ar situation you have v1.su-
al1.zed is un1.que in terms of average student behavior, or very 1.mportant 
to you, please briefly describe that situat1.on on the back of the sheet 
wh1.ch described that set of communicat1.on conditions; all 1.nformation is 
confidential. 
Work at fdirly high speed through this assignment. Do not puzzle 
over individual conditions; it is your f1.rst response to the conditions 
that is desired. On the other hand, please do not be careless, your true 
report of communication behavior is desired. 
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I. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
II. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
III. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-Il1PORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
IV. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
V. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
VI. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
VII. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
VIII. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
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EXPLANATION OF RESPONSES: A brief explanation of each response may be 
helpful before you begin. The first response 1.s repeating your 1.nit1al 
communication, attempting again to gain a response (repetition). The 
second response 1.s trying to find out why your conm1un1.cation was ignored 
by asking about the dem_al (metacommun1.cat1.on). The third response is 
ceasing your con~rnunicat1.on attempts, accepting the fact that you cannot 
communicate at that time with that person on that topic (acceptance). 
The fourth response 1.s ra1.s1.ng voice, crying, .2..E yelling, 1.n order 
to get the denier's attention to get a response (attention-getting verbal 
escalation). Fifth is "getting even" by insults, ~-calling, or sar-
casm (face-saving verbal escalation). Sixth 1s physically forcing the 
denier to listen and respond you (physical escalation). This is not 
personal violence or physical attack; for instance, you might move be-
tween the denier and the television screen, turn the television off, or 
shake his arm to get him to listen. The seventh response 1s physically 
attacking the denier 1.n order to get a response (physical attack). The 
last response is damaging the denier's property 1.n order to get a response 
(property damage). Violence such as riot behavior, rock-throwing, or de-
facing property are examples of property damage; thLs response also in-
cludes more personal, directed acts of violence, such as breaking the de-
nier's television set or shooting someone. Look at the example on che 
I next page and complete the inventory. 
EXAMPLE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: 
You have enrolled in a graduate-level seminar although you are only 
a junior. What the professor thinks of you 1.s ,:;_u1.te important to you, as 
is the other students• opinions. You want to convince them that you are 
capable of graduate-level work in spite of your age. You ask the profes-
sor a question about a discussion; you consider the question pertinent and 
well-though~-out. You would also like your question answered. The pro-
fessor looks at you and turns to the class with raised eyebrows and a 
smirk. The class snickers. He points to another student without acknow-
ledging your question. What would you do? 
(Go on to the next page for the response scale) 
EXAMPLES FOR COMMUNICATION CONDITIONS 
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I. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-lMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
You approach your professor after class and ask him if you could 
speak to him about your current grades in the class. You want 
to improve your grade, so this question and his answer are import-
ant to you. He looks at you, scowls, and tells you he doesn't 
have time. He walks away in a hurry. What would you do? 
II. MESSAGE- UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
You see a familiar face in a restaurant. You had planned to eac 
alone, but you go over to his booth to eat. You sit down and say 
hello although you are not sure that this person remembers you. 
Neither the message nor the person are particularly important to 
you; you just wanted some company. When you say hello, this per-
son ignores you. What would you do? 
III. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
You are in a new class and this is your first meeting. You know 
only one person and you yell "Hello" across the room. The mes-
sage is not important to you but your acquaintance is. He acts 
like he doesn't know who you are; while this is happening the 
whole group is watching. What would you do? 
IV. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
You see a group of people in a car and you wave and honk at them. 
These people are not especially important to you, and your mes~ 
sage is not really important, either, but they ignore you although 
you know they saw you wave and honk. What would you do? 
V. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
You are eating with a 'group of friends in your dorm cafeteria. 
The food is terrible, and you ask a girl working behind the counter 
if something couldn't be done about the food. Your message is im-
portant but the girl is not particularly important to you. She 
tells you to talk to the manager if you don't like the food. While 
this is happening your friends are watching. What would you do? 
VI. }lESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
The chancellor at your university has called an all-student con-
vocation to discuss a strike over Vietnam and how the strike will 
affect finals. The actual question is if the university will close 
or not on account of the strike. He tells you (the student body) 
that he will allow no strike and that classes will proceed as 
usual, and he leaves the convocation, allowing no questioning. This 
question and answer are quite important to you, as well as the sup-
posed discussion about student wishes. Since the chancellor will 
ultimately control the final decision, he is also important to you. 
What would you do? 
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VII. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
You are in the City Hall trying to find out where to go to pay 
your license tag fee. You go into the Treasurer's secretary's 
office and ask the secretary where to go. She tells you to find 
someone else and ask them; she is busy. Although the secretary 
is not 1.mportant to you, your messdge is because you need this 
information quickly. What would you do? 
VIII. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
You JUSt started a new 30b and you are anxious to please your 
boss; what he tlnnks of you is important to you. You deliver 
a message to him that he is to call Mrs. Jones. The message is 
not important to you but your boss is. He ignores you completely 
and leafs through some papers without acknowledging your presence. 
What would you do? 
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I. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT- PRIVATE 
Ia. Attempt again to get a response by repeating your initial 
communJ_ca tion. 




Ib. Ask why your communication was ignored. 
I generally 
do 

















If. Physically attempt to get a response. 
I generally 
do 
Ig. Physically attack the denier. 
I generally 
do 









II. MESSAGE-UJ'UMPORTANT: DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
















Raise your voice, cry, 
I generally 
do 















If. Physically attempt to get a response. 
: --- --- --- --- ---
I generally 
do 
Ig. Physically attack the denier. 
I generally 
do not 
. --- --- --- --- ---· 
I generally 
do 








It1. MESSAGE-UNlMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
Ia. Attempt again to get a response by repeating your initial 
communication. 
. --- --- --- --- ---I generally I generally 
do do not 
Ib. Ask why your communication was ignored. 
I generally 
do 







Id. Raise your voice, cry, or yell. 
I generally I generally 
do do not 





If. Physically attempt to get a response. 
I generally 
do 
Ig. Physically attack the denier. 
I generally 
do 










IV. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
Ia. Attempt again to get a response by repeating your initial 
communication. 
: ___ : ___ : ______ : __ _ 
I generally I generally 
do do not 
Ib. Ask why your conununication was ignored • 
I generally 
do 
---. . I generally 
do not 
le. Stop trying to get a response • 
. --- --- --- --- ---· I generally I generally 
do do not 
Id. Raise your voice, cry, or yell. 





Ie. Call names, insult, or be sarcastic. 




If. Physically attempt to get a response. 
lg. 
: ___ : ___________ _ 
I generally 
do 









Ih. Damage the denier's property • 





V., MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTA..~T; CONTEXT-GROUP 
Ia. Attempt again to get a response by repeating your initial 
conununication . 






























. . ---I generally 
do not 
If. Physically attempt to get a response. 
I generally 
do 
Ig. Physically attack the denier. 
I generally 
do 










VI. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENTER-TM~ORTANT; CONTEXT-GROUP 
Ia. Attempt again to get a response by repeating your initial 
communication. 
: ___ : ______ : ___ : __ _ 
I generally I generally 
do do not 
Ib. Ask why your connnunication was ignored. 
. . . ·---·------ --- ---· I generally I generally 
do do not 
le. Stop trying to get a response. 
Id. 
Ie. 
. . ---·------------· I generally I generally 
do do not 
Raise your voice, cry, or yell. 
. . : . . . . 
I generally I generally 
do do not 
Call names, insult, or be sarcastic. 





If. Physically attempt to get a response. 
. . ·---·------------I generally 
do 
Ig. Physically attack the denier. 
I generally 
do not 
. . ·---------------· I generally 
do 
Ih. Damage the denier's property. 
I generally 
do not 






VII. MESSAGE-IMPORTANT; DENIER-UNIMPORTANT; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 











le. Stop trying to get a response. 
. . ---·---------·---! generally I generally 
do do not 
Id. Raise your voice, cry, or yell • 
Ie. 
If. 
















get a response. 




Ig. Physically attack the denier. 
. . . . ·---·---·---·------I generally 
do 
Ih. Damage the denier's property • 







VIII. MESSAGE-UNIMPORTANT; DENIER-IMPORTA-~T; CONTEXT-PRIVATE 
Ia. Attempt again to get a response by repeating your initial 
corrnnunication. 




Ib. Ask why your communication was ignored • 
. ·------- --- --- ---I generally I generally 
do do not 






















If. Physically attempt to get a response • 
. ---·------ --- ---
I generally 
do 
lg. Physically attack the denier. 
I generally 
do not 
. . ---------·------· I generally 
do 
Ih. Damage the denier's property. 
I generally 
do 
I generally 
do not 
I generally 
do not 
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